Support from the governor

Evans: higher education is a key to Idaho’s prosperity

By David Neiwert of the Argonaut

IDAHO Gov. John Evans says that higher education is a key ingredient to keeping Idaho prosperous. But he’s not so sure that the Idaho Legislature, which sets the agenda for higher education, is of the same mind.

“It used to be that we had a lot more broad-based support for colleges among the legislators,” Evans said during an interview Thursday during his visit to the University of Idaho campus. “But there’s a changing attitude among a lot of the people being elected today; there’s much less loyalty to university programs, which is something that I don’t think would ever happen. “They really just fail to see the benefits that are there in having a strong college system in the state. It just doesn’t make sense.”

Evans was on campus to deliver the keynote address for the Idaho 2000 Symposium, a two-day conference designed to focus on Idaho’s economic and social prospects for the year 2000.

Following the speech and a press conference, Evans spoke with the Argonaut about problems Idaho college students face in keeping quality in their educations.

“There are a great number of people in this state who are not advocates of the kind of negative thinking we’ve been seeing in the Legislature,” he said. “We have to be sure to provide them with the kind of leaders who’ll support them.”

Evans, a Democrat, said that much of the support he’d like to see for higher education is already in place in the Legislature, but Republican leaders wouldn’t allow it to come forth.

“There were a lot of Republican legislators who didn’t support the kind of budget that the Republican leadership came up with for the universities,” he said. “They were personally supportive of my program. But the Republican leadership wouldn’t let..."
UI repairs to aid handicapped

By Eric Bechtel of the Argonaut

Diane Millhollin is "ecstatic" because something is finally being done to correct deficiencies in handicapped access on the University of Idaho campus. Millhollin's reason that Millhollin is happy is because contracts have been awarded for building access modifications.

The coordinator of the Handicapped Student Program and assistant sorority director said that she's "awfully glad to see it happen ... I wish it could have come a long time ago." She said that the delay in implementing the modifications was beyond anyone's control, but, she said, "I think under the circumstances, the UI has done everything it could in a timely and consistent manner." She said that most needs of present handicapped students have been met by the university. Millhollin said that 76 handicapped students on campus. Of these, 28 are mobility handicapped.

One of these is Lance Haserot, a senior in Chemical Engineering. Haserot has been confined to a wheelchair since a parachuting accident in September 1979. Haserot said that although the situation is currently improving, "three years ago, there wasn't much in the way of accessible." He gave several examples.

He said that access ramps were nonexistent or too steep for him to climb with his wheelchair. The rampless camp's Engineering Lab was too steep until he got the Physical Plant to build one time as long. According to Haserot, the ideal slope of such a ramp would be one-inch rise for every foot in length.

Many elevators were, and still are, not handicap accessible, he said. He said that in the small elevator in the Administration Building on his way to the computer center, he had to lower his foot rests and wheel in diagonally. There wasn't enough room to allow him to move around, so he had to back out when he reached the basement. Because he has some upper-body mobility, he can reach controls located too high for other wheelchair users.

Concerning cup dispensers located across the campus from Haserot, he said, "I sometimes they are empty, especially in the Administration Building." He said that he often has to wait a long time to use the bathroom facilities. According to Haserot, only about six on campus are accessible.

Millhollin said that the 10-year-long range project is not meant to make every building or every part of a building accessible to the handicapped. Rehabilitation Act regulations of 1977 only require that programs be accessible. This can be done by rescheduling classes. She said that the registrar's office has been very helpful in this respect.

Larry Chii, UI staff architect at the Facility Planning Office, said that a modification plan was ready a couple of weeks ago, but was delayed by a dispute between the State Department of Public Works and the plan's architect, C.J. Bellino of Coeur d'Alene, over the architect's fees.

Chin said that this dispute was settled with the architect, allowing bids to be made on the project. Contracts have just been issued for work on certain buildings. Millhollin said that the modification plan, engineered by these two firms, will begin soon.

Council mulls board’s plan

By Roberta Dillon of the Argonaut

The University of Idaho Faculty Council spent most of its Tuesday meeting discussing a recent statement in response to the State Board of Education’s role and mission proposals.

The council president points out three main areas of the "lead institution" concept they find disturbing.

The lead institution concept calls for certain programs to be offered at only one designated institution, or lead institution. For example, the performing arts and some business courses are offered only at Boise State University. The faculty council response says these areas "are integral parts of an understanding and should be "emphasized" at all the state institutions.

The second point concerns the method used in determining lead institutions. The response states "that this is based on which it is proposed that these decisions be made is exclusively quantitative—the number of degrees conferred." It goes on to say consideration hasn't been given "to the quality of cost effectiveness of the affected programs."

The third point addresses the cost and time necessary to establish new programs at a designated lead institution. "It may take a decade to assemble a faculty and curriculum that would match those already existing in the state." The report also says the state system would be left "with an unfortunate disruption in the quality of education services" while new programs are being established.

The council also suggests the "board's concern follows—whier their energies on being strong advocates" of adequate funding. "Higher education in Idaho can not afford costly rearrangements in its curricula until what it does have is adequately funded."

The council response will be published in the University Register and submitted to board members, regents, university administrators and faculty groups at their next meeting.

Chairwoman Dorothy Zakriajek said she views the response as "communication, and that is how the board will probably also view it—as another piece of communication."

Zakriajek said she couldn't gauge the possible impact of the response but speculated that perhaps some board members would be more receptive to others to additional feedback.

Senior student representative Kevin Gruny said he believes the faculty statement is "strong enough to put across we believe it (the lead institution plan) is wrong."

Gruny questioned the amount of attention the board would give to the response if they have already made up their minds. He said it might be "more worthwhile to have someone like Mike Mitchell question what's going on."

Mitchell is the president of the board and met with the faculty council Oct. 11 to listen to their concerns about the role and mission statement.

Gruny also said he feels the board's role and mission statements are "politically motivated" and that the board "doesn't have the best interests of all the universities in mind when doing this."

Senate grants rebate to KUOI

KUOI was reimbursed for outstanding bills going back to the ASUI Senate meeting Wednesday.

Senator Rebecca Gene Taft wiped all of KUOI's stale claims this summer, paying off $715.67 worth of bills from the station's budget. "The money came out of his budget for this school year," and he sought reimbursement from the Senate, "this year's budget is pretty frugal as it is," Taft said. Having to pull over $700 from it to pay past discrepancies was not taken into account when the budget was made.

"The situation," said KUOI's Mark Hunneman, said KUOI's budget was meager by any radio station budget standards and urged passage of this bill and further support for the station.

Senators passed the bill unanimously and commended Taft on a job well done.

Senators also affixed their seal of approval to the following appointments: Joe Wright, Election Board vice chair; Joe Carpenter, ASUI Films chair; Rebecca Bloom, Visual Arts chair; Shelley Neese, Activities Board member; Maureen Feeley, ASUI Student-At-Large; and Todd Slatyn and Jim Stoicheff, Communication Board members.

Three housekeepers were also ushered through, all dealt with updating the numbering system of the ASUI Rules and Regulations.

The bill which proposes to sell $12,000 to buy a 15-passenger van or transportation in the Outdoor Program was submitted at the meeting and sent to Finance Committee.

Ways and Means Chair Jeff Kinton asked the committee to discuss possible pay raises for the Senators at their meeting Monday. B. Green responded, "I will consider pay raises for the ASUI Senate if I believe that students are going to be getting more for their money."

He listed three guidelines he asked Senators to abide by in mind when they are discussing the increases. He said that senators should not request amounts of office hours, and they must be verifiable; that mandatory attendance at meetings be made even stricter than that is; and there must be a set schedule for subtracting money if they fail to follow the first two guidelines.

"I don't really see this as pay raises, but as a reallocation of funds," Green said. "It may even save the students money.

Kunz also gave an update on the status of the ASUI Newsletter. The first publication date of the letter is scheduled for the first week of November. Work is still being done to get all the names and mailing addresses into the computer, which is a long, complicated task, Kunz said.

Sen. Jan Funed has scheduled two IACI Question and Answer Forums. The first one is slated for Oct. 27, between the Alpha Phi and the Delta Delta Delta sororities at the house on West Capitol.

The second one is set for the Theophilos Tower on Thursday, Oct. 27 at 7:30 p.m. at the campus classroom.

The speaker will be Dr. Ron Stovall of Carleton College, a civil engineer who has visited a number of these ancient Scandinavian structures.

Chicano group hosts supper

MECHA, the University of Idaho's Chicano organization, is holding a potluck supper Saturday, Oct. 22 at 5:30 p.m. at the Campus Christian Center.

Marlo Cordova, a Washington State University counselor, will give a talk titled "Cultural Awareness as a Chicano Philosophy."

The public is invited free of charge.

ON THE COVER

Governor John Evans passes for a moment during his speech at the State of Colorado 2003 Symposium. Photo by Monte LeOrande.
Green's ability to laugh helps him survive office

"You've got to be able to laugh at yourself," ASUI President Scott Green said in an interview on Tuesday.

And for the most part Green, who has been spoofed in the campus online magazine Kibbie for the past couple of weeks as well as the subject of numerous letters to the editor, can laugh about all the publicity.

"I don't really mind about Macklin," said Green, who has posted a sign outside his office door which reads, "His Imperial Majesty — Kellen Upchurch-Collins."

"I always laugh at Macklin," Green said. "Even the sick sheep at the beginning — it was great."

"Some of the other stuff has to get you after awhile," however, he said.

Just Tuesday, the Argonaut published a letter to the editor which compared him to "Baby Ashley," the baby who was found abandoned on the campus of Boise State University and who was discovered to possess only a brain stem. She is currently being kept alive by a life-support system.

"I have a pretty high GPA. I'm on Mortar Board, an academic organization," Green said. "I deserve a little more credit than that," Green said. "There's just no taste at all."

If he hadn't learned how to laugh about it all it would have driven him crazy weeks ago, he said. The first couple of weeks were pretty tough.

But he knew he had it beat when he could sit down and read the letter comparing him to "Baby Ashley" and laugh. "I laughed because it was so sick," he said.

"(Editor) Dave (Neiwert) wants to print it, it's his prerogative," Green said. The Argonaut should be able to print anything it wants, as long as it doesn't interfere with the operation of the ASUI, he said.

"This whole thing of getting cut down has helped my ego more than hurt it," he said. But he is getting tired of it and wishes it would end.

"The point is I've just got to keep operating," he said. He has learned in the last few weeks not to let it bother him.

"I'm just doing the best job I can. And regardless of what they say of my intellect, I think I'm doing a good job represenating students at the state level," he said.

"I'm enjoying my position. I do like it," he said. "I'd do it again in a minute."

**UI will celebrate Mining Day**

Gov. John Evans has proclaimed Saturday, Nov. 19, Mining Day in Idaho, recognizing the state's mining industry and the University of Idaho College of Mines and Earth Resources.

The college is nationally recognized as a center for minerals, education and research, and is the only mining school in the Northwest states of Idaho, Oregon and Washington.

Mining Day will be celebrated at the UI with banquetts, open houses, displays and tours, and a special half-time ceremony at the UI/Boise State University football game in the ASUI Kibbie Dome.

The UI activities will begin on Friday, Nov. 18, with an open house at the College of Mines and Earth Resources from 2:30 to 4 p.m., followed by a banquet at the Elks Club in Moscow, which begins at 5:30 p.m.

On Saturday, the college will again be open for displays and demonstrations in metallurgy, mining, cartography, geologic engineering and rock mechanics. Additional presentations on the use of computers are planned. Alumni and the College of Mines Advisory Board will meet prior to the 7 p.m. kickoff of the UI/BSU football game. The halftime ceremonies will feature further special recognition of the Idaho mining industry.

To make reservations for the College of Mines banquet, or to obtain additional information about the Mining Day activities at the UI, contact Marilyn Hanson at 885-6195.

**Phonathone looks to raise $45,000**

Picture yourself in a room with 24 others making money — over telephones. Does it sound impractical? Not so, according to Ron Wekerle, chairman of the University of Idaho Phonathon this year. He feels that much more will be accomplished in terms of dollars, and increased participation from living groups on campus will make the event more worthwhile.

The scheduled dates of the Phonathon are Oct. 24-27, Oct. 31-Nov. 3, Nov. 7-10, from 6:30 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. each evening.

"The purpose of the Phonathon is to raise money for the students' projects and programs fund," Wekerle explained. "We also wanted to bring out more living groups and community involvement this year." He also added that "support so far has been overwhelming."

And it shows. Businesses in the Moscow community have donated dinner gifts and gift certificates for the participants, and over 30 residence halls and Greek houses have volunteered their services. Instead of spinning just two weeks as it did last year, the Phonathon will extend to three weeks.

"Our target goal is $45,000 in pledges and donations," said Wekerle.

---

**SUNDAY, NOV. 19**

---

**SATURDAYS:**

Bloody Mary's only $1.75 (til 5 pm)

Pitcheers of margaritas only $7.50

**THE GARDEN LOUNGE**

**GOOD LUCK VANDALS AT HOMECOMING!**

Join us after the game for the finest in Mexican Cuisine. Open at 4:30 pm Saturday.

**DOMINO'S PIZZA DELIVERES FREE.**

Within 30 minutes

Our drivers carry less than 5000, on limited areas.

A 10% tax on your pizza will be added.

---

**DOMINO'S PIZZA**

**DELIVERES FREE.**

**30 minute guarantee**

If your pizza does not arrive within 30 minutes, phone coupon, have the pizza delivered for free.

3:30 off coupon per pizza.

Expires: 1/1/63

Fast, free Delivery* 
Phone: 885-1455

**Meal for 4**

**$1.95**

(tax included)

---

**The Garden Lounge**

**Hotel Moscow**

---

**WORSHIP SERVICES**

**ASSEMBLY OF GOD**

Sunday School 9AM

Worship and Praise 10AM

Home Meetings Wed. 7PM

At 7, S. Jackson

Nursery Care Available

CAMPUS MINISTRY

"THE REFUGE!"

MON 7 PM AT THE SUB

Pastor: James Hilbrick

812 Kennedy...882-9181

---

**FULL GOSPEL LIGHTHOUSE**

6 Miles from Moscow on Troy Highway in Joel Dallen Groseclose, Pastor Sunday Worship Service 11AM Sunday Evening Worship 7PM Wednesday Night Bible Study 7PM

882-0948

---

**SAIN'T MARX'S EPISCOPAL CHURCH**

Across from the Moscow Public Library

Stanton Tye, Rector

SUNDAY SERVICES

8:30 AM Sunday Holy Communion 10:00 AM Holy Eucharist

11:15 AM College Camp Bunch Church Service

WEDNESDAY SERVICES

5:30 PM St. Andrews Student Group (St. Augustine's Catholic Center)

Saturday Evening Events

---

**THE URSULINE COMMUNITY**

---
Opinion

Homecoming: not just for football

They picked a good time for Homecoming at the University of Idaho this year. A lot of people view Homecoming as mostly something to do with a football game—a specially designated football game, perhaps, but in the end just another football game. Part of the package with the special designation is the traditional bonfire, parade, and so forth; and for many, those activities are what Homecoming is all about.

But as with all celebrations that are repeated year in and year out, Homecoming has become more than just a football game and parades. It has come to be a celebration of the life of the university and all that it stands for. You can see it in the very nature of what occurs during Homecoming weekend. Alumni, who represent the kind of people that the university produces, mingle with the students, who represent the hopes of the university to carry on that tradition of successful education. Parents, whose own hopes for their children are a reflection of the University's tradition, arrive on campus to get a little flavor of the university atmosphere.

Because of the way that Homecoming falls this year, they are bound to be pleased. That's because even though the university is experiencing the kind of tribulations that are bound to accompany budget shortfalls of the nature the state legislators have been handing to all of the state's colleges, there are ample signs that the University of Idaho is alive and well and, yes, thriving.

The UI, for example, has only recently hosted three major symposia. The first, the National Wilderness Management Workshop, drew some of the nation's most significant public land officials and power brokers to participate in a workshop that is the first of its kind and which could already bear fruit in its designated area. The second, the "Visions and Re-Visions: Gender in the Humanities" conference, drew some of the nation's most outspoken and thoughtful feminists. The last, the "Idaho 2000" conference, brought together important decision-makers from throughout the state to discuss the potential Idaho can look forward to in 17 years.

Those are just outward signs of the UI's health. But the UI is healthy in other ways, too; throughout the campus classrooms, students are getting their educations from a number of professors who remain all Idahoans, poor pay, the morale problems, the political woes. They are dedicated people, and one couldn't ask for an education from more than that.

So, this is by way of welcome to all the visitors to the UI this weekend. Enjoy your stay. Oh, and one more thing: Here's hoping the Vandals stomp on the Grizzlies.

— David Neiwert

John Hecht

How to make the split

(Editor's note: This is the final installment of a two-part column. On Tuesday the writer called for the establishment of independent, non-profit corporations to be called ASUI Communications Inc. This part discusses how "ASUI Comms Inc." would be organized.)

ASUI Communications Inc. would receive a specified amount per student per semester to support the media. One means by which to determine an appropriate amount is to add up the complete subsidy costs of the ASUI Communications Department for the last five years, and determine the average cost per student. This would become a dedicated fee for ASUI Comms Inc. Rather than raising university tuition to cover the cost, the ASUI Activity Fee of $21.75 would be reduced a comparable amount.

One of the complaints of the student media is that when it does exceed its revenue projections (e.g., makes a profit), it doesn't get to retain the income. Instead, the money is placed into the ASUI General Account.

The objectives of ASUI Comms Inc. would not really be changed from the current situation. The ASUI Communications Board has established specific policies concerning media management, content, and professionalism. Presumably only technical changes to comply with the articles of incorporation would need to be undertaken.

But who is to run this entity? The ASUI Communications Board has been established by ASUI rules and regulations. It is in essence the board of directors for the student media: setting policies, recommending budgets, and selecting the media heads. Their current role would make the transition smoothly to a corporate board of directors.

The ASUI Comms Inc. Board of Directors should be elected by members of ASUI Comms Inc.—the fee-paying students. The elections could be held concurrently with ASUI elections. Overlapping terms would provide continuity in the board. One provision in the ASUI Comms Inc. bylaws might be that it selects its own chairman, thus ensuring that its chief officer and spokesperson has the confidence and support of the other board members.

Most community-based non-profit organizations have an advisory panel which gives advice to the board of directors. ASUI Comms Inc. should be no different. Representatives of the School of Communications and the local professional media could be invited by the board of directors to serve, and could be tapped for their professional expertise.

The students have invested over the years a fair amount of their money into equipment and supplies for the ASUI media. Including KUOI-FM's FCC license to broadcast (which is in the Regents' name). Although these assets belong the Board of Regents, there is nothing to prevent the board from contributing these tangible and intangible items to ASUI Comms Inc. In fact, it would serve to prove the Regents have no financial interest or legal control of the media, thus insulating the board that much more from legal liabilities.

A written contract between ASUI Comms Inc. and the board would establish appropriate responsibilities and obligations for each party. The media would agree to provide certain communication services (e.g., KUOI-FM would broadcast X amount of hours per day; the Argonaut would print Y number of newspapers with an average of Z pages, etc.). In exchange, the university would supply space and utilities (excluding telephone service, and continue with its bookkeeping and other administrative support, thus ensuring that all funds are spent within appropriate guidelines. This somewhat parallels the (apparently unwritten) agreement with the Alumni Association. The best time for this to take effect would be July 1, 1984. That is the beginning of a new fiscal year, and allows enough time to work out the technical and administrative details.

However, there needs to be full agreement among all parties no later than early Spring 1984. This is the period during which the budgets for ASUI and university programs are set, and if media independence is to become a reality, there need to be changes in the financial and organizational structures.

Because of the long-range implications of this proposed policy change, the UI Board of Regents should postpone its passage until a later date. This delay would permit the establishment of a task force at the UI (and similar ones at our sister institutions) which could not only address the issues raised here, but others sure to emerge.

A postponement would also ensure that the board has covered all of its bases, and (it is to be hoped) avoid costly legal interpretations as to what force the policy of student media independence really carries.

And isn't that what the Regents sought to do in the first place?
Touching is scary

Editor: The last two sentences of Julie Sherman’s article, “Just a few signs,” I found were of the essence of a tragédian novel concluding a statement on the species and particularly in the western world. “Someone took them down and threw them away.”

Generally, I find when people are confronted with a challenge, they turn it down, ignore it, rebuke it. The greater the challenge, the greater the denial. The weaker the character, the greater the rebuke. The more personal the challenge, the more challenging. So that when someone would have the effrontery to suggest that another person could possibly want the same thing we want; a touch, a smile, a kind act; there are harsh denials from others. I have recognized that many people prefer “security”, even if that security is the darkness or the brutality. It is an act of strength and that of clarity to read truth, to recognize reality.

Personally, I am very frightened to be touched and to be told that I am loved by an individual. There are individuals I trust, but generally I am only speak in this communication. I am also very typical. I at least recognize the tragedy of Julie Sherman’s trash-denial roles, a world seemingly bent on love/hate confusions, and my willingness to strengthen my association with my species.

I didn’t take no for a down, Julie, and yet I wasn’t brave enough to put them up.

Tom Brooks

Greeks an example

Editor: In response to Mr. Beesley’s opinion of my conduct at the Faculty Council meeting with Mike Mitchell, I would first like to say my name is K. Chas, as he probably would have noticed he was absent at the meeting, as it’s printed on the name plate directly in front of my seat.

Also, Mr. Beesley, had you been observing the meeting you would have heard what I actually said. Before I had even begun to speak I said I stated the concerns of several students who had communicated to me, which is my job as a student representative. The fact that no off-campus student has bothered to communicate their observations of the latest institutional proposal to me should not dictate that I cannot present the opinions of those who do.

I also stated I was using the Greek system as a “for example,” something which failed to make the quotation marks. The fact is that many integral parts of university life will be hurt as money and students are slowly taken away from those areas. Things such as student government, the library, intramurals, and even the Argonaut, are threatened in the long run as well as our academic programs. All of these important roles in our education and development as well-rounded adults. To say that each of these, including the Greek system, is not important is a matter of opinion, but they all do contribute. Perhaps I should have made myself more clear and perhaps Mr. Beesley should have made himself more clear in the article. To allude to what I was thinking is “anything but fair, unless of course you have ESP.”

We do agree on one point, Mr. Beesley. I, too, believe that the university’s function as an academic institution is much more important than its role as a recreational play. However, my comments to Mr. Mitchell were merely to show that other factors besides academics will be affected by the Greek system.

In the future, if you have an opinion about something like the leadership proposal, or some smaller item, I would be happy to listen and carry it with me to the Faculty Council. Hopefully, the result of your editorial will be that now more students are aware of what is at stake in the leadership proposal and the important voice they can have in determining its future.

Chris Schriever

Credit misplaced

Editor: I loved the spark and sparkle in the Argonaut coverage of our first National Wilderness Management Conference and David Newbert’s cheering editorial. He wrote that the conference reflected credit on the commonly, I would like to add that a great many people here deserve credit for making it a success.

The chief of the Forest Service called it “a landmark conference.” This could only have happened because of strong support of everyone at the university who could have helped and was asked to help. Inspiration feeds upon itself and converts perpiration into perfume.

I personally have received more recognition than I deserve. I have never worked with a finer group than my colleagues at the Department of Wildland Recreation Management of the College of Forestry, Wildlife and Range Sciences. It was they and our students and our wonderful, overworked, uncomplaining secretary who put the landmark into our Waterloo.

The above leads to correct a minor misquote in Bill Bredshew’s excellent wrapper in Tuesday’s Argonaut. Mr. Beesley quoted me as follows: “If this had been done by the old school of Forestry, they would have planned it for three years for $300,000.” Actually, I referred to the Yale School of Forestry. On second thought, I doubt that Yale could have done it at all. But Idaho could — and did.

Michael Frome

Visiting associate professor

Eaters well-rounded

Campbell Hall

The men of Wills Sweet Hall sate you in your gigantic victory in the Domino’s Pizza Wars contest. It was a contest of inches (and ounces), but who’d ever thought two floors of women could out-consume three entire floors of football players, heavy drinkers and assorted semi-professional pizz-a eaters.

In this age of thin and boney fashion models cluttering up the pages of the national media, we are glad to find a hall of women courageous enough to let out their bellies a notch or two and enjoy the pepper pizzazz of life.

Campbell Hall, we are proud to know you and we take great pleasure in awarding our vote for the “Most Well-Rounded Hall of the Year.”

The men of Wills Sweet Hall

Get scared for kids

Editor:

On the evening of Oct. 29, from 7-11 p.m., the men of Tau Kappa Epsilon will be sponsoring their annual Haunted House for UNICEF.

In conjunction with this event, our fraternity will also be asking for contributions to UNICEF by putting small change boxes and flyers in various stores in the Mountain View area.

We hope the whole community will support our efforts to help UNICEF help suffering children throughout the world by dropping change in the boxes and by coming to our house next Saturday night for a great, good scare! After all, according to UNICEF, this year “Halloween is for kids of all ages.”

Admission to the Haunted House will only be 50 cents. See you there!

Tom LeClair

Public Relations Chairman

Tau Kappa Epsilon Fraternity

Phone in pledges

Editor:

The second annual UI Foundation student phonathon is scheduled to begin Oct. 24 and run through Nov. 10. The money raised during this three-week period benefits many UI projects and programs.

The phonathon was held for the first time last year, and almost $40,000 in pledges was received. Through the effort of living groups on campus calling their alumni, we hope to raise over $45,000 this year.

There will be living groups participating in the call. The living group is not one of them and you would like to help out, please contact me at 885-7926 or Linda Williams at 885-7089.

Ron Wekerle

Phonathon chairman

Is offense progress?

Editor: Yea, the Oct. 11 Argonaut is old hat. No comment is needed. Just a little suppression. Whatever, this is not to question the acquisition of E.E. “Doc” Smith’s papers, just the editorial statement that “science fiction reaches more people than so-called ‘serious fiction.” Unfortunately, so does Harlequin Romance and hard-core porn.

Should we not ignore them “as a field.” The remote point is: too much timber is being cut here. And which could otherwise be utilized toward the production of more Boise-Cascade pre-fab homes. The five-page interview with a comic-strip character that’s been appearing to the same revolving-door population in the Mountain View year for 10 years is a perfect example. And is the frequent production of the word “fuck” in this semester’s Argonaut a symbol of “progressive” attitudes, or do a few writers and cartoonists really get turned on by the belief that they are being somewhat offensive?

Don Moniak

Good riddance Watt

Editor: I guess I just couldn’t contain my utter joy at having our esteemed Chancellor in his soiled towel last week. I felt compelled to share my bliss with others. I felt compelled to share my bliss with others, so I called up a few cronies on the telephone for a couple hours worth of gloating. Responses were predictable.

— To Scott G., Jim Watt was someone whose guts he hated.
— Mufty, my Tri-Delt pal, summed up that which is the Watt persona as: “Guy, like a reaaally creepy looking guy!”

— In between chugs, J.B., my frat-bro bellied out a line or two about Watt’s alleged “stickness, affinity for sheep, or something like that.”
— My dorm-type friend merely peered over his Apple II Micro-scammer and rasped, “Who is this what?”

Well, gosh. While admittedly shorthanded on black, Jewish, and crippled comedries whom to glean a paraphrase from, I have concluded that most everyone I do come in contact with thinks that James Watt’s resignation is a good move. As to this say: “You’re SCAM right it is!”

Joe Carpenter
Frome

detrimental to the individual.

"It's amazing how there's a difference between eating a good meal and eating a meal you don't really need ... We've been over-consuming for so long," Frome said, "It's a super standard of living that has little to do with the quality of life.

Although not a professional educator, Frome is experienced in the field. He has given seminars, lectures, workshops and addresses at various colleges and universities across the country.

In 1978 he served as a visiting professor of environmental studies at the University of Vermont, and taught courses in political and environmental journalism. He has been teaching communication and environmental courses at the UI since fall 1982.

Frome believes getting a college education should be more than simply getting job credentials.

He said, "Our students say 'Well, where are the jobs?' Never mind the jobs. What does that have to do with getting an education? Concentrate on learning something, not on getting a license for employment. What I ask students to do is use their notebooks to solve problems for themselves.'"

But Frome sees the emphasis on preparation for employment in the education system as disturbing.

The most vital emphasis education should possess, he said: "has nothing to do with preparing for a job. It's education for life and for living and for participating in the process of decision-making in our democracy. I don't think our education system is helping our democracy."

Frome believes much of the most valuable education comes from hands-on experience.

"Some of the best learning is not in the classrooms," he said.

His classrooms have included the Washington Post, where he started as a copy boy and later worked as a reporter after a stint in the Army Air Corps during World War II, the International News Service, as a feature writer for the Nashville Tennessean and as travel editor for the American Automobile Association.

He also has written numerous books, and newspaper and magazine columns and features.

Frome said travel writing was what led him into environmental writing. He has visited Europe, southern Africa, the Caribbean, Latin America, Malaysia and New Zealand, in addition to travel throughout the United States.

He said that through visits places to gather information for his writing he began to gain an awareness of environmental issues, which have since become his prime focus.

"I hadn't planned on being an environmental writer, but wouldn't want to be any other kind," he said, "It strikes me that a writer has the right and responsibility to probe any avenues in which he feels his investigations, and exposition may serve the public good."

Serving the public good was one of his goals at the Wilderness Management Workshop last week. He and the other organizers and facilitators of the workshop provided an atmosphere where proponents of the many opposing views on wilderness issues could come together and work out their differences.

Frome's criticisms during and after the workshop were mainly leveled at those who did not participate at all or not in sufficient numbers.

"They all had other priorities and couldn't be bothered," he said.

Of his qualifications to write and teach about environmental issues, he said "Over the years I've been challenged because of a lack of certitude derived from technical education in forestry and wildlife management; yet it doesn't require professional training in a given field to examine it critically, objectively, usefully.

To the contrary, the writer brings to his research broader values than a professional bred on syndromes and formulas of specialized training."

Frome also freely criticizes his own profession. He said the majority of journalists go into a story unprepared.

"They know so damned little about the things they've got to write about," he said, "Most journalists and newspapermen in America, they don't have the time," to become properly prepared.

He noted that only a few of the largest papers can really afford to take the time required for real in-depth coverage and to hire specialists to do that coverage.

"But even the big papers like the New York Times -- they don't do a hell of a lot of real digging," Frome said, except in the case of a Watergate-sized story.

And he was even more critical of television journalism, seeing it as little more than a headlight.

"How can you tell a story on television? You tell a picture story," he said, "And they've got to sell it to the many millions of people that they can't offend anybody."

As for the value of television in general, he said, "I'm not convinced that television serves any useful purpose at all. They say, 'Oh, it helps children to read.' It helps them to not read, " by offering an alternative to reading that takes less effort.

Frome believes television has had a detrimental effect on American society.

"It reduced the taste of the American people to the lowest possible denominator, not elevated. It has not cultivated the taste or the intellect of the American people, and I'm not sure public television is any better," he said, "People love it flashy and punchy and sexy and bloody. If that's good, then television is good.

A solution? "The alternatives are alternative media, to encourage people to know how to read," which Frome feels is becoming a lost art.

"It's funny. The university and college people blame the high schools. The high school people blame the elementary schools, the elementary school people blame the families and the families go back and blame the teachers," he said, "I think they're all correct."

Apparently, as long as there is something to exercise his highly-valued right of free expression on, Michael Frome will be doing it.
Faculty to share work with public

A program designed to give faculty an opportunity to present their educational work and accomplishments to the public will be sponsored at the University of Idaho on a monthly basis for the rest of this year. Tentatively called "Idaho Syllabus," the program will give faculty members the opportunity for interaction with the public. Researchers, institute directors, administrators, staff and faculty members will present information on topics which will range from tax shelters to lumber restrictions to computer applications.

The presentations will last approximately 30 minutes, followed by 30-45 minutes for questions and dialogue. The first presentations would be in the Moscow area. Later offerings might be to Idaho alumni chapters and civic groups around the state.

The Faculty Council supports the program and has suggested the University Relations Committee work with the Alumni Association to implement it. Application nomination forms will be circulated during the week of Oct. 17.

SAVE $3 ON ANGEL FOOD.

SLICE $3, $2, OR $1 OFF OUR HOT NEW PAN PIZZA.

It's the only pan pizza deliverable on earth. With 18 out-of-the-world toppings to choose from. And this coupon will save you $1 on a large, $2 on a medium, and $3 on our small size. In our restaurant or delivered. So come to Pizza Haven. Or call, and we'll wing one to your door. Either way, it's angel food.

Pizza Haven, 1424 North First Street, Boise; phone 345-4212.

Fast, free delivery.
Choice is feature of study program

By Debbie Pitner of the Argonaut

If the University of Idaho catalog listed every academic opportunity available for credit, students might find themselves sitting through courses listed as "Analyzing Wolf Scats 299" or "Urea's Effects as a Fertilizer in the Forest Community 490."

As exotic as these courses may sound, students have received credit for researching them. These students were able to delve into their own special interests because of a course listed as "Directed Study." Directed study is offered in most departments, and the possibilities for study are limited only by the student's interest, and the availability of a faculty member willing to supervise the project.

Dr. Ross Christian, professor in the Animal Science department, explained that the purpose of directed study is "To give expertise in an area (the student) feels insufficient in." He explained that a student might really enjoy an animal nutrition class, but feel that it's lacking in the topic of rationing a diet for pregnant mares. After talking to his professor about it the student may decide to sign up for directed study. After signing up for the course, both student and faculty work closely in establishing the objectives of the project, and deciding the form the research is to take. Credit is awarded on the basis of how much work is put into the project.

How the project usually depends on the depth of the research. "I've gotten more picky about how it goes," said Professor Jim Peak of Wildlife Resources. "I try to put more rigor into it, and cut down on abuse of the program." It was a student in Wildlife Resources that received credit for analyzing wolf fecal droppings to study and understand the food habits of the animal. Another Wildlife Resources student developed a display about the reintroduction of bighorn sheep in Idaho using photographs he had taken. Other projects done within the department include a vet student researching cardiol, and an Alaskan native researching the use of subsistence hunting. Subsistence hunting is hunting for survival rather than sport; it's the type of hunting Indians used when they utilized every part of the animal without waste. Peek was enthusiastic about the benefits of the program saying that "It's one of the best tools to facilitate personal instruction because of the one-on-one work between student and professor." It gives the student experience and training beyond academic coursework.

Pat Barkey, administrative secretary for the College of Art and Architecture, and also supportive of the program. The college has an extensive directed study program, estimated that there are currently 14 to 15 directed study programs in the architecture curriculum alone, and the same amount in the art curriculum. Landscape Architecture, because it is a smaller department, has only three to four programs. Sometimes an instructor decides to offer another course and the study is initiated as a class. One class — pinhole photography — started out as a directed study program, but because of interest it is now being offered as a special topics course each fall. Barkey explained that the college posts the directed studies courses they will be offering usually after the semester begins.

Directed study within the College of Art and Architecture is somewhat more structured than in other departments. Students within the College of Forestry spend a lot of time consulting their supervising professor, and a lot of time researching in the library. Dr. A.A. Moslemi, head of Forest Products and director of Graduate Programs within the college, said that directed study teaches the student to teach themselves, unlike structured courses where one student spoon fed, lecture by lecture. Students within the College of Art and Architecture have done research on topics like the effect of area as a fertilizer in the forest community, the use of robotics in sawmills, and the effects of trace elements on forest growth.

The College of Forestry, like most of the other departments within the University seems to encourage students to take directed study courses. But there are two reasons why. The first is, because of limited time and an already heavy course curriculum, discourage it. Professor Fred Watts of Civil Engineering department explained that there are only three students taking directed study this semester, and sometimes there aren’t any. Students taking the course during a semester, if a student does decide to take a directed study program in the Civil Engineering department, the professor and the student decide together on a topic that would be of interest to both, and the student submits a formal report. Watts agreed that although the program is not encouraged, directed study can help the student in his or her future as an engineer.
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A bevy of activities are on tap

By Ebersole Gaines
of the Argonaut

Homecoming weekend has always been a celebration at the University of Idaho. Dating back many years, the weekend has a long history of crowning Homecoming queens, pep rallies, home-turf football games and campus dances.

Fifty years ago on the UI campus, the Homecoming weekend was a festival providing fun and excitement. There was a pep rally, a po-mo parade, a giant bon fire at "the Fairgrounds" as well as an all-campus dance given at the Memorial Gymnasium by the Intercollegiate Knights.

On Homecoming weekend in 1965, the theme, "Idaho Civil War: History repeats, North defeats," was right on the mark as the Vandals beat the Idaho State Bengals. At the pep rally before the game, a firm display of Favorite viewers.

This year, the 1983 Homecoming theme is "Idaho — Best of Times." It will be reflected in floats for the Homecoming parade at 9 a.m. Saturday through downtown Moscow. The ASUI-Kibble Dome will host the Vandals-Montana Grizzly football game at 1:30 p.m. on Saturday.

The UI Theatre Department will put on "Matchmaker." The play, on which the well-known musical "Hello Dolly" was based, can be seen in the Hartung Theatre at 8 p.m. on Friday, Saturday and Sunday.

Admission for the performance will be $3 students and $4.50 general admission.

All day Friday, there will be a living group yard display competition. Several symposia will be open free to the public.

From 8 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. the Idaho 2000 Symposium can be seen in the Student Union Building. Leaders from business, industry, education and government will meet to hear experts discuss Idaho's future development.

From 1 to 5 p.m. there will be registration at the Alumni Center.

At 5:30 p.m. there will be socializing for athletes from the years 1900-1940 at the University Inn-Best Western which will precede the College of Education Outstanding Educator award dinner.

On Saturday from 7:30 to 9:30 a.m. there will be a warm-up breakfast served at the Moscow Hotel. At 9 a.m. the Homecoming parade will begin in downtown Moscow. The University Book store will be open from 9 to 1 p.m.

From 10 to 11:30 a.m. there will be an open house at the Campus Christian Center. Refreshments will be served.

At 10:45 a.m. a campus bus tour for the class of 1958 will leave from the SUB lobby.

At 11 a.m. there will be an open house for the Martin Institute for Human Behavior in the Continuing Education Building. From 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. will be the President's Brunch.

Following the football game there will be open houses for campus organizations, the Greek and living groups. That same evening at 9 p.m. there will be a homecoming dance with music provided by Raffles Hotel at the Elks Lodge. Another Homecoming dance and concert with music by Raffles will be in the SUB Ballroom.

Armacost named Homecoming Queen after recount

By Jane Roskam
of the Argonaut

Tina Armacost is the new Homecoming Queen for the University of Idaho.

In a vote taken at the annual bonfire Wednesday night, Delta Gamma president Armacost narrowly beat Tammy Laven of Fother Hall and Julie Taylor of Gamma Phi Beta, who were runners-up.

Armacost is described by friends as "really good fun, very clever, really hard-working and unbelievably genuine."

"I'm really thrilled," said Armacost when told of her victory. "When I was nominated I was really proud and honored, but this beats the lot. I called my family to tell them, and they were so pleased and happy for me."

Armacost, who comes from Walla Walla, Wash., is a senior majoring in Office Occupations and has one sister, Anita, who is currently attending Oregon State University.

Her sister will be getting married next weekend, but is taking a leave from wedding preparations to travel to Moscow for the weekend with Armacost's parents.

She is hoping that her father will escort her out onto the field at halftime during the game.

Armacost, who has a long history of involvement within UI and Greek organizations, has made the national dean's list, and is featured in "Who's Who in American Colleges and Universities."

With a busy schedule planned as Homecoming queen, Armacost may have difficulties trying to fit everything in. "I probably won't have time to do everything I want," she says, "but my house presidency finishes in November, and I'm sure my teachers will understand." She does, however, believe there is a solution: "I'll just have to budget my time much better."

Armacost says her main duties will involve being a spokesman for the university and representing them in High School Relations activities and with societies like the Rotary Club. The first of those duties was Thursday, December 8, a dinner hosted by the Alumni Association in honor of the grand marshal of the Homecoming parade, David Marx.

After graduating from the UI, Armacost hopes to get an office job in Seattle or Portland.

If it weren't for double-checking of the ballots by the 1982 Homecoming queen, Lisa Hoelst, Armacost may never have become Homecoming queen in the first place.

A mistake in counting the initial points cast for each finalist placed Tammy Laven, Fother Hall, first. Hoelst, the Homecoming queen committee chairman, said that she suspected a mistake may have been made, and recounted the points. One vote of 10 points for Armacost had originally been counted as one point, and the recount placed her nineteenth of a point ahead of Laven.

Hoelst said, "It was a very close contest, but absolutely honest."

Hoelst said that she knew of no precedent for the recount on the votes.
Updated
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HOME COMING SHOW TO DRAW THOUSANDS

Mile Of Color' To Greet Alums

Sixty Idahoans Trek 9 Miles To Cougar Land

The Homecoming Whirl

Parade Route

Over 50 ENTRIES TO ROLL SATURDAY

Only seven living groups will be preparing floats for this year's Homecoming Parade on Saturday — one of the smallest numbers ever.

However, this hasn't deterred other groups from participating, and the Alumni Office has reported that there will be over 50 sections to the parade. The parade is one of the few homecoming parades still organized within the U.S.

Several thousand Alumi are expected to return to Moscow for the weekend, according to Nancy Rieder's of the Alumni office. One returning alumus is David Maxie, 1958 ASU President, who will be acting as Grand Marshall of the parade.

Several local dignitaries will take part in the parade, including Sen. Steve Symms (R-Idaho), Moscow Mayor Dee Hafer, University of Idaho President Richard Gibb and Mrs. Betty Gibb, and the Alumni President John P. Mix.

The parade will begin at the corner of Main and A streets, and will proceed down Main to conclude at Main and Seventh. Parade organizers ask that floats be in place in Rosauers parking lot by 8:30 a.m. at the latest.

The parade line-up, released Tuesday, includes:

- Moscow Police Department
- Color Guard — ROTC, the UI Marching Band, Vandalalettes, and cheerleaders, the Grand Marshall David Maxie and the Queen's float which is arranged by Sigma Chi.

This will be followed by Symms, Moscow High School Band, Moscow Jr. Miss, Moscow Mayor Dee Hafer, Post Falls High School Band, President and Mrs. Gibb, Scott Green and Theresa Madison of the ASUI, and the Palouse High School Band.

Next will be the KS-KKG float, the Chamber of Commerce Ambassadors (2 cars), John P. Mix, the Alumni President, Grangeville High School Band, the Beta-DG float, Darrell Debelo of the Vandals, Choir, Washington High School Band, Steele-Targhee float, Band, and Virginia McDonald of Parents' Association, Native Americans for Social Justice, and Sacajawea Jr. High School Band.

Following this will be the Camp Fire, Lewiston High School Band, Alpha Gamma Delta, the Border Highlanders playing Bagpipes, Grandview Jr. Miss, United Way, and Vandal Non-Marching Band, Deary/Bovill Jr. Miss, Nezperce High School Band, Treasure Jr. Miss, Pike float, Asotin High School Band, the Fiji/KAT float and Jim Hanks of the UI foundation.

**Queen of '58 now Spokaneite**

On a very cold and wet Oct. 18th, 1958, a junior from Coeur d'Alene was crowned Homecoming Queen at the Vandal Homecoming game against the Oregon State Beavers. The Vandal lost the game 20-5, but neither that nor the inclement weather could spoil the day for Tri-Delt Charmaine Delz.

"It was a really chilly and wet day, and we were standing around at halftime in raincoats, but it was still a lot of fun," the former Homecoming queen said. Today her last name is Kolb, and most of the dashing around the 44-year-old housewife does these days is confined to her Spokane home.

Kolb, who now uses the first name, Eva, said that day was one of the most memorable of her life. "It was such a big thrill being chosen. It was only at the beginning of my junior year, and I'd only been in Moscow one month."

As homecoming queen, she was introduced to then-Governor Robert E. Smylie, who gave her roses. "It was so awfully nice of him."

Kolb graduated in 1960 with a degree in education and minors in English and social studies. She ranks her Homecoming Queen year as her favorite.

After graduating, Eva traveled extensively, taking various teaching jobs around the west such as Lake Oswego; Ore., Long Beach, Calif., and Spokane, where she now lives.

While on a teaching course at Eastern Washington State College (now University in Cheney), she met and married Donald R. Kolb, a teacher there. The two were married in Coeur d'Alene in 1962. Shortly after that, Eva quit work to become a housewife and mother. Her husband now works as an administrator with the district colleges in Spokane.

The Kolb's have two children, Heidi, 18, who is hoping to go into the field of nursing, and Jill, 17, who is hoping to follow in her mother's footsteps in a career in elementary education.

Their mother hopes that through the reciprocal arrangement of fees between Washington and Idaho her daughters will be able to attend the UI as she did.

Asked what they thought of their mother having been Homecoming Queen, the girls replied, "We think it's really neat!"

---

**Homecoming highlights 1983**

This year's Homecoming celebrations will span the Friday and Saturday of Homecoming weekend. The current list of events is as follows:

**Friday, Oct. 21**

Living Group Yard Display Competition.

College of Education Symposium — Perspectives on Merit/Incentive Pay Plans, 8 a.m. to 4 p.m., University Inn/Best Western.

Idaho 2000 Symposium — Idaho's future, 8 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., SUB.

'S8 Reunion Registration, 1-5 p.m., Alumni Lounge.

'S8 Reunion Socializing, 5:30-7 p.m., Cavanaugh's (pictures at 6:30 p.m.).

'S8 Reunion Dinner, 7 p.m., Cavanaugh's.

UI Parents' Association Board Meeting, 6:30 p.m., Campus.

Returning Athletes — 1900-1940, Socializing 5:30 p.m., Dinner 7 p.m., University Inn/Best Western.

College of Education Dinner, Outstanding Educator Award, 6:30 p.m., University/Best Western.

SUB Film — Humphrey Bogart Double Feature, 7 p.m., Borah Theatre.

Play — "Matchmaker," 8 p.m., Hartung Theatre, $4.50 and $3.

**Saturday, Oct. 22**

Homecoming "Warm-Up" Breakfast, 7:30-9:30 a.m., Moscow Hotel.

Homecoming Parade, 9 a.m., downtown Moscow.

Open House, College of Forestry, Wildlife & Range Sciences, 9 a.m.—1 p.m.

College of Forestry Alumni Meeting, 9 a.m., Forestry Conference Room.

Open House, College of Education, 9-10:30 a.m.

Open House, Campus Christian Center, 10-11:30 a.m.

Guided Tours, Gauss Engineering Lab, 10 and 11 a.m., sponsored by A.S.M.E.

Alumni Gathering, College of Agriculture, 10:30 a.m.

ASUI Reunion Campus Bus Tour, 10:45 a.m., depart from SUB Lobby.

Open House, Martin Institute of Human Behavior, 11 a.m.

Open House, Mortar Board 60th Anniversary Reunion, SUB Appalachian Room, 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.

President's Brunch, 11 a.m. to 1 p.m., Vandall Dell, 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m., University Inn/Best Western, shuttle bus service to ASUI Kibbie Dome.

DOAH vs. MONTANA, 1:30 p.m., Dome.

Academic and Living Group Open Houses, other than home.

Play — "Matchmaker," 8 p.m., Hartung Theatre ($4.50 and $3). Homecoming Dance and Concert — "Festival," 9-11 p.m., SUB Ballroom, no charge.

---

**Beards once UI status**

Whatever Happened to Dad's Day? In days of old (when knights were bold), the UI would host an annual 'Dad's Day', where the fathers of students would be able to come back to the UI for the day to see, indulge and visit their offspring.

It wasn't only the kids who had the day off, either. The annual beard-growing competition was recently described, predictably, as an event that was "a desarctically, by one Alumni as "The most fun you could have with your clothes on in the rain." But in 1958 it was such a big thing that campus military officials let standards slip somewhat and allowed their cadets to grow beards "without getting demerits for being unshaven."

"Frequently, with their growth being associated with virility, the guy who produced the biggest beard was something of a celebrity among the ladies, and all the guys in his frat would want to know what his big secret was."

"It wasn't just the biggest beard, either. A prize was also given to the guy who could produce the most novel beard. Apparently, the possibilities were endless."

"I remember one guy who shaved bits off his head to spell the name of his fraternity out," recalled one Alumni, "and another who tried to fashion his in the shape of a nosebag. It didn't work too well."

Not forgetting the moms, one group took to their day this year. But, beard-growing competitions certainly weren't the order of the day then.

In the 60s, Dad's and Mom's days were merged together to produce Parent's Day, which we now know to be.

This year, Parent's Day will fall in the Spring Semester on April 17-18.

---

Commie link?

**NO RECORD OF WHEN ASUI CUT NSA TIES**

Oct. 17, 1958: The ASUI postpones a decision on whether or not to suspend its membership of the National Student's Association (NSA).

Although ASUI records don't trace back to 1958, subsequent copies of the Argonaut indicate that the move was successful some weeks later. However, reports from the early '60s indicate that the University of Idaho student union was still affiliated with the NSA at that time.

From this, one could assume that, although the ASUI apparently severed itself from the organization in 1958, it must have re-connected under a different ASUI government the following year. This is supported by evidence from Argonauts from 1959 that reported senate members attended the annual NSA conference that year. Representatives of the ASUI continued to attend NSA conferences until 1984, after which they appeared to stop. Although there is no indication in the records or the Argonaut exactly why.

Around this time, many other schools in the country disaffiliated themselves from the NSA and formed an opposition organization — STOP — (NSA Students Opposed to NSA).

After this, the NSA received an enormous amount of bad publicity concerning relations with the government, the FBI and the CIA. It was once described by the New York Times as having clandestine financial ties with the CIA, and was also allegedly involved in political manipulation by extreme factions of the main political groups.

The NSA ceased to exist in 1978 when it merged with the National Student Lobby to form the United States Student's Association.

Once again, the ASUI was urged to become a member by representatives from executives of the USSA. Scott Fehrenbacher, ASUI president at that time, was reluctant to contact the ASUI to membership of an organization that was so East Coast-oriented.

However, as a gesture of goodwill, representatives from the ASUI did attend the USSA national conference at Eugene, Ore. that year. Currently, the ASUI is not, and is unlikely to become, a member of the USSA, according to 1983 President Scott Green.

---

**Stories by Jane Roskams**

**Layout by Brian Beesley**
trial have recently started looking into the possibilities of incorporation.

"We're just looking into it now," Trail said at the Senate meeting Wednesday. Berg told senators to look for a resolution coming out of their preliminary research, addressing the need for a thorough examination of the pros and cons of incorporation. Steve Scanlin, a law student at the university and former state legislator, has offered to discuss the whole idea of incorporation with any interested student leaders.

Scanlin, who attended Eastern Montana College during the beginning of the incorporation of their student body in the late '60s, prefers the term "formally associated" to incorporated. Because it is really more an association than a business enterprise, he said.

The big advantage of incorporation, he said, was that the students realized they were their own funds, the university no longer had control over student money. "To me it makes sense," Scanlin said.

But if there's no interest among students and the student Senate, then maybe there is no big reason to change from the way things are now, he said.

The advantages of incorporation are not readily seen by UI administrators at this point. "I can't think of any advantages from the students' standpoint, from the university's standpoint, or from the Regents' standpoint," Financial Vice President David McKinney said. "But maybe that's more because I don't know about it."

"There must be some advantages," McKinney said. There must be some expectation of some money coming in. "Obviously there must be some potential for it," he said.

"I'm just wildly speculating," said Terry Armstrong, Executive Assistant to the President, who admitted that he did not know enough about the subject. "It must not be as complicated as I'm making it sound," Armstrong said. But he doesn't see any tax advantages to incorporating.

Scanlin can see the advantages of incorporation, though. With direct control over buildings, students have more freedom over their own funds, the university no longer has control over student money.

Scanlin said, "I think it's awfully nice to have the university's name on the building, but it's a very nice thing, you know."

Another advantage of incorporation is the revenue that would be generated with student control of buildings. "We rented classroom space," Scanlin said.

but then students do have to pay upkeep.

The disadvantages of incorporation have already started making their presence known.

"My question is why in the world would you want to?" Armstrong asked. Would the ASUI want to assume all the maintenance costs and liabilities for these buildings? The insurance alone would be staggering, he said.

And, Armstrong asked, how many insurance companies would feel secure dealing with a student representative?

"It's an unbelievable lot of headache," Armstrong said. "You would have to recreate essentially what we have — to maintain what we have now."

Scanlin can also see the "nitty gritty of managing those buildings," as one of the disadvantages of incorporation.

Armstrong also raised the questions of membership into the corporation and of liability. Would students be considered stockholders since their fees have been put toward UI buildings? As an alumnus of this university, he asked, would he be considered party to any liable suits filed against the corporation?

Another disadvantage was pointed out by McKinney. Right now the ASUI enjoys free rent of buildings. But if they incorporated they would be treated as a private business by the Financial Affairs Office, and would be charged as such, McKinney said.

Assessing student fees might become a problem with Armstrong saying that McKinney assumes that because the Board wouldn't have final control of the money, they would not make student fees mandatory — fees which would be necessary for the ASUI to operate, McKinney said.

"I would be surprised if the Board would require each student to pay a fee to an external agency," McKinney said. And as the Board would probably have no control over fiscal responsibility for those funds, McKinney said he would certainly recommend against it.

Incorporation would turn the ASUI into a multi-million dollar enterprise, Armstrong said. "I assume that you would have to hire a manager, a caretaker," Armstrong said.

McKinney is sure that the ASUI would need to hire a full-time professional business manager to oversee the financial aspects of the corporation.

"I think of the ASUI incorporation as being a whole 'nother thing."

When incorporation was first brought to McKinney's attention, his first thought was of incorporating ASUI Communications, he said. "It operates as a business right now anyway," he said.

The effect of incorporation of the communications corporation would be staggering, he said. More
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Saturday Hours: 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
By Lewis Day
of the Argonaut

Depending on the hour of the day and the scene, the future for the state of Idaho is either bleak or rosy. The Idaho 2000 Conference, a meeting of individuals concerned with government and private enterprise, met yesterday (and will continue today) to discuss the future of the state.

The future can hold many surprises in store for Idahoans, or — as many of the symposium's speakers affirmed — Idahoans can take control of the future and shape it to suit the people and conditions of the state. Speakers at Thursday's sessions included Idaho's governor, as well as representatives of private industry, education and government.

The symposium, attended by approximately 80 persons, was opened Thursday morning when UI President Richard Gibb introduced keynote speaker, Idaho Governor John Evans. "We want a strong, healthy, diversified economy, with a job for every Idahoan who wants one." Evans remarked that his goal is for the quality of life in the state to be "substantially better" at the end of the decade than at the beginning. The governor advocated a "strong, healthy working partnership" between the public and private sectors. "Government's most critical function is the education of our children." Evans said that one key to upgrading the state's educational structure — a structure which has taken a beating in the last few years — is bringing educators' salaries into line with those of surrounding states. "Just to bring teachers' salaries up to par with surrounding states will take $40 million." If the state's leaders don't take the initiative and plan for the future, Idaho will be left behind.

The governor emphasized four goals his administration has established to "point the way to an economically sound future." The first, revitalization of the state's economy, will "provide immediate financial relief and jobs." The second proposal advocates a strengthening of local government to create and repair the infrastructure. Evans' third emphasis will rebuild education, "to improve the opportunities our citizens demand and deserve." The governor's fourth proposal is to "care for people." "If we are willing to make those investments," Evans said, "we can be confident that Idaho's future will be bright and prosperous for all."

In addition to Evans' speech, the morning sessions consisted of presentations from representatives of government and business. Jack Peterson, of the Idaho Mining Association spoke on the place of Idaho's natural resource base in the coming two decades. "We have always been a net exporter of natural resources," he said, noting that since World War II Idaho has been a consistent producer of raw products for distribution beyond the state's borders.

The future for Idaho's production of raw materials — minerals, agriculture, energy and timber — will have to be based, Peterson claimed, on cooperation with the outside world. "There is no option for economic independence."

With so much of Idaho under the control of the state and federal governments — 69 per cent — a balance between the needs of private industry and public recreation (and conservation) must be achieved. In order to effect this balance, Peterson outlined a six-tiered proposal for statewide cooperation in resource use planning.

First, Peterson advocated the establishment of an Idaho Resource Inventory Service (IRIS). IRIS would be set up as a database system, utilizing a statewide computer network to keep track of the state's natural resources. All state, federal, tribal and private lands would be inventoried, with an eye toward simplification and cooperation in land use planning. IRIS's major benefit would be in increasing communication between the myriad of agencies involved in land use planning. The state's universities, according to Peterson, would play an instrumental role in utilization of IRIS.

Peterson's other recommendations included the establishment of a "natural resource management roundtable," a monthly meeting of administrators and private individuals to keep channels of communication open. He also advocated a consolidation of See Idaho 2000, page 16.
state endowment lands — those for the state's schools — into large, manageable units. Peterson cited a program under development in Utah for the consolidation of that state's 40,000 units into approximately 20. Peterson's fourth point was the establishment of a statewide comprehensive joint review process. A proposal which has already been tried with some success, the joint review process would bring together IRIS and state and federal agencies. The joint review would bring developers and officials concerned with planning together in order to streamline the application process and eliminate red tape.

The final two of Peterson's proposals involved the uses of appropriate technology. He said Idaho's leadership in dry land irrigation, high altitude farming and crop improvement research should be expanded. By utilizing those areas in which the state already enjoys prominence, Idaho can step progressively into the next century.

According to Peterson, another existing gem in Idaho's chest of treasures is the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) at Idaho Falls. The federal facility has brought together some of the finest minds in nuclear technology, placing Idaho at the fore of research and development, he said. Noting the UI's educational center at Idaho Falls, Peterson said "a union with the state's universities should be formed." A "conclave" of the state's education, government and business leaders should be held with INEL administrators to create an Idaho Science and Technology Center at Idaho Falls.

Richard Slaughter, of the governor's office of financial management, said "Diversification in Idaho manufacturing over the next 20 years is bound to occur, if only because employment levels in traditional resource industries are being displaced through technological change." This diversification will occur in the service related economy, rather than in manufacturing. The base in resource extraction will shrink, the service sector expands.

Slaughter said Idaho faces two prospects; growth and expansion or stagnation. The first alternative will necessitate the state's being "competitive in terms of quality of life." State policy will have to be "focused accordingly on human environment and structural public capital." If Idaho doesn't progress, it will be due to a wrongheaded and solitary emphasis on further "development of resource industries in agriculture, minerals and wood products." He said such a policy will result in a low commitment to education, the environment, infrastructure and local public services.

"To be competitive Idaho will need strong university research, good telecommunications, good transportation, a high quality of environment and life." These variables are controlled, he said, by government, he said, meaning "Idaho's future is very much in her own hands."

Idaho could become "an area of national sacrifice," according to Mary Lou Reed of the Northern Lights Institute, an environmentally-oriented think tank headquartered in Montana. She described two possible — and quite divergent — futures for Idaho. The first, a dismal look at Idaho as the nation's nuclear waste dump, depicted a bankrupt state with a crippled school system and rampant pollution.

Reed's second scenario was that of a bright future with the promise of a healthy economy, serious protection of the environment and alternative energy sources. The determining factor will be the way in which the state sees itself. "Idaho is dominated by the outdoors," she said, and it is the topography which ultimately shapes how Idahoans relate to themselves and their state. Idahoans are "claimed by the land."

Idahoans have several vision blocks — problems which will have to be resolved if the state is to move ahead in a positive way. Rear-view Mirror Vision is present, and Idahoans have a "concentrated hindsight" which doesn't allow for change. Then there is the notion of the future in a rear-view mirror dominated Idaho.

Myopia and Dollar Dazzlement are other two distinct Idahoan vision blocks. Myopia is the simple failure of the state's leaders to form a vision of Idaho. While valuing short term results over long term solutions is a feature of Dollar Dazzlement.

The common notion that Idahoans love, and want the best for, their children is debunked by the fact that the state spends less, per capita, than any other state on education, a problem Reed called Double Vision. The last significant vision block Reed cited is Asigmatism, the tendency for "sweeping under the table the right to exacerbate problems," and to fight government at every turn. Good government cannot flourish, she said, in an atmosphere that is anti-government.

As a remedy for the serious vision deficiencies the state suffers from, Reed advocated a series of six "eye openers:" a vigorous press, an employed work force, a responsible corporate world, control of social structures and a strong educational system. With these eyes openers Idaho can go its way to social goal-setting. Reed stressed the necessity for looking at regulation as positive, while the new Idaho of 2000 will be less than the vision we have today if Idahoans aren't responsible.

Afternoon speakers focused on the role specific segments of Idaho's private and public sectors. At Moslemi of the UI College of Forestry, Wildlife and Range Sciences cautioned that the future will show a steady decline in Idaho's share of the wood products market, even though the industry as a whole will enjoy a strong upturn. He attributed this lag to competition by Canadian firms and the full quality of Idaho's forest products industry. The inflexibility of the industry, Moslemi said, is the culprit. "Idaho's 2000 will always be less than the vision we have today if Idahoans aren't responsible."

Idaho can thwart this prospect by paying attention to consumer needs, adapting computer technology to the forest products industry and a Forest Products Research and Development Center should be established at the UI. If these guidelines aren't followed, the wood products industry in Idaho may die.

Other afternoon speakers included Idaho Travel Council President Dennis Sessions, Idaho Conservation League State Chairman David Austin, UI Research Professor of Agricultural Economics John Peterson, and UI Geography Department Chairman Harley Johansen.
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The Idaho 2000 Symposium continues today in the SUB, with messages by Idaho State Senator Norman Dobler (D-Moscow) and Ul Geography Department Chairman Harley Johansen.
Coors executive to speak at UI

A well-known brewing company executive will take up the case of responsible use of alcohol during Alcohol Awareness Week at the University of Idaho Nov. 1-3.

William Coors, chairman of the board and chief executive officer of Adolph Coors Brewing Co., will speak at 7 p.m. Wednesday, Nov. 2 in the Hartung Theatre. His talk is entitled "Why Do People Drink?" and will discuss the responsible use of alcohol and consequences of its abuse.

Coors, 67, has been with the company since 1939, and is the third generation of the Coors family to be involved in operation of the company. He holds a masters degree in chemical engineering from Princeton University.

Jim Bauer, coordinator of residence hall programs at UI and director of Alcohol Awareness Week, said, "The fact that a large percentage of students do drink is why Student Advisory Services has taken an active role in promoting the responsibilities of drinking. This is a hard job, but if no one does it, the kids may never hear about it or think about what can happen as a result of alcohol consumption."

He said student leaders from Washington State University and Lewis-Clark State College are being invited to the UI Alcohol Awareness events, as well as UI students. The UI is the only university in the state that has an organized yearly program to promote alcohol awareness.

In addition to Coors' talk, there will be a session on legal liabilities of drinking at 7 p.m. Nov. 1 in the SUB, and a carnival at 8 p.m. Nov. 3 in the Sigma Chi lodge. The carnival is planned as an example of how to hold a social event where alcohol is offered, but isn't the focus of the party, Bauer said.

A similar event last year attracted over 1,000 students from all across campus, and was considered a success, he added.

He noted that the legal presentation will include information on the new laws pertaining to driving and drinking in both Idaho and Washington and their potential impact on violators' records.

For more information about the programs, contact Bauer at 885-6757. All are free and open to the public.

Computerized sequencing aids agriculture school

By Jane Roskams of the Argonaut

Computer technology seems to be everywhere these days. It has recently arrived at the University of Idaho College of Agriculture where researchers now use their new computer to sequence genes.

The step toward computerization is making what was used to be a difficult and time-consuming process much easier and more efficient.

According to Lee Bulla, associate dean of the College of Agriculture, the new equipment places the UI at the cutting edge of genetic engineering technology in the U.S. "As far as I'm aware, this computer hardware and software is unique in the Northwest," Bulla said.

Gary Held, a post-doctoral researcher who works with Bulla, explained what the new equipment is made of: "In short, it consists of a general purpose microcomputer, an electronic digitizer and some specialized software."

The equipment is being used primarily for DNA sequence analysis by Bulla and Held.

The portion of DNA being studied is placed on a thin porous gel through which an electric current is passed. Upon completion of this, the genes collect on the gel according to their size. The size of the bands produced is relative to the different amounts of each nucleoside present.

The trace obtained is photographed by X-ray, creating a schematic image of the gene sequence. The computer "reads" this image via the digitizer, and translates the coordinates of the bands into the particular nucleotide sequence that they represent.

This computer can also talk to its operator. "A verbal synthesizer is built in to tell me what information the computer thinks it's getting," Held said.

If the pencil is mistakenly placed between bands, the computer will call out, "input error.”

They say it will take a long time yet before they get all the information that they need, but they agree on one thing, "The computer is going to make our lives a lot easier from now on."
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Area theatres vying more for audience of students

By Ebersole Gaines of the Argonaut

For years, one of the most common activities for University of Idaho students has been to go out for an evening and see a movie. As it so happens, though, there has not been much competition among the people who show films in Moscow.

Recently, though, there's been a distinct rise in the movie market competition, mainly because a new theatre owner arrived in town. Now, four different movie theatre owners compete for sales but at the same time offer different products. Some students say they've seen a rise in film quality since then.

"We make our money showing movies. It's important to put on a good presentation." That, according to manager Ernie Saxman, is the motto at the University Four Theatres, early this year became the new kid in town.

In January, Theatre Operators Incorporated (TOI) based in Bozeman, Mont., opened up its subsidiary in Moscow in the University Four. The four-plex movie theatre is located in the Palouse Empire Mall behind the University Inn — Best Western.

Saxman says he first broke into the theatre business as a doorman to put himself through school. He stuck with it and eventually landed a job as a house manager in a twin theatre in Butte, Mont.

Competition among theatres in the Moscow/Pullman area is heavy, he says. "Having four additional screens in town brings in more recently released movies more often," Saxman said.

According to Saxman, many of the movies that come to the University Four Theatres are ordered out of the TOI office in Bozeman. Even so, Saxman sometimes must bid prices over the telephone with a district distributor. The distributor then becomes a price setter and can quote a bluff price to boost up the bids.

A distributor can also charge a flat rental rate on a film for a certain amount of time, or he can charge a certain percentage of each ticket sold for a specific movie.

"We do everything up front," Saxman said. "They check us. He said that occasionally a distributor who is charging a percentage might drop in to check ticket prices."

At one point in time, Moscow's Kenworthy and Nuart theatres and Pullman's Cordova and Adrian theatres (all four are owned by the same company — Kenworthy Theatres) had the corner on the local movie market. As such, competition among Moscow theatres was minimal if it existed at all.

Now the two theatre operations are forced to compete for popular box office draws. However, Vic Cornell, manager of the Kenworthy chain for 10 years, doesn't see the mood of competition between the two theatres as being that keen. "There are so many good films these days that it works out," Cornell said.

The major theatres may also feel some pressure from a couple of small theatre operations on the Palouse, the Micro Movie House in Moscow and the Old Post Office Theatre in Pullman. However, those businesses offer mostly second-run and specialty or foreign films, and are not competing with the other theatres for the films themselves. Rather, they compete with them for audiences.

See Movies, page 19
Movies
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but even that is limited since both theatres are relatively small.

Bob Suto, owner-manager of the Micro, deals through a booking agent entitled John Diversified Entertainment out of Seattle. "I don't bid on films," said Suto. "I can't compete with those people. I'd have to give the seats to compete with them."

According to Suto his booking agent handles 26 to 60 screens in the Northwest, which provides him with a good pick of the film crop.

"I've never tried to be a 'first run' theatre," said Suto, "The Chosen was the only one that I ever bid for but it didn't make us any money."

The different theatres offer different products. The Kenworthy and the NuArt both provide the movie watcher with a more comfortable environment.

The Micro Theatre is smaller in size and seating capacity than the others but offers quality movies, some older and some more recent.

The University Four Theatres, on the other hand, have two modern facilities with more total seats for the four theatres combined than the Kenworthy theatres, but fewer for each of the separate theatres. The seats are smaller and closer together. Employees tend to fill in the aisles during shows to make sure moviegoers are not damaging the seats by resting their feet on them. The theatre may show a film, at times, longer than the Micro, providing the film is popular and providing revenues.

An alternative to the "lead institution" proposal made by State Board of Education Executive Director Charles McQuillen has been completed by the presidents of the four institutions of higher learning involved and should be in the hands of board members soon.

Linda Staley, chief academic officer for the board, said that McQuillen received a call from the University of Idaho Thursday to inform him that he would have a copy of the alternative proposal today.

However, no one at the UI or from the board could comment on the substance of the proposal. It will be discussed at the board's meeting Oct. 27-28.

McQuillen's "lead institution" concept is to rewrite the role and mission statements of the UI, Boise State University, Idaho State University and Lewiston State College to designate areas of emphasis such institution would be responsible for.

In an interview last month, McQuillen explained what his proposal meant. "For example, Boise State University's mission statement indicates that Boise State is the lead institution in the state with an emphasis on public affairs. If the budget sky's the limit, you can have one public affairs kind of operation. It seems to me that operation belongs at Boise State.

"He has also said institutions without emphasis in certain areas would not be deployed in those programs.

However, the proposal has caused concerns among faculty and administrators at the UI. Some fear it will mean a decline in the quality of non-emphasized programs.

The Faculty Council here has gone as far as to approve a resolution which condemns McQuillen's proposal at its Tuesday meeting.

McQuillen's proposal would place an emphasis on international cooperative programs and programs, such as those in agriculture, which are related to the land grant status of the UI. BSU would be responsible for the performing arts and graduate programs in the social sciences. JSU would concentrate on health-related programs, except for LSCS's nursing program and the UI's medical program.

Students design new tool

One year after receiving $100,000 worth of computer equipment from the Hewlett-Packard Corp. to learn to design very large scale integrated circuits (VLSI), University of Idaho College of Engineering students have developed a complex and very sophisticated "computer-aided design" (CAD) tool that can be used in the design of VLSI chips.

C. Darrel McQuillen, design engineer for the Hewlett-Packard Division of Idaho, estimates the tool can save engineers $1,000 to $1,500 in costs to design and test new microchips without having to build prototypes, thereby saving time and money.

"Those companies which possess the most advanced tools will be able to make more complex and sophisticated products in less design time," explained Don Curtain, director of the Hewlett-Packard Division.

The engineering design tool has been important to UI faculty, according to Mel Jackson, dean acting of the College of Engineering.

"It is important that UI faculty be exposed to these types of tools that engineers are expected to utilize, and secondly, be able to teach these concepts," Jackson said.

The Hewlett-Packard Corp. has funded similar research at a select number of other universities around the country, including the University of Illinois, Dartmouth, Carnegie-Mellon, MIT, Cal Tech, Stanford, and the University of California in Berkeley.

"The quality of work being done at UI compares very favorably with the others," said McQuillen. "I think this is one of the best programs of its kind."
Coming home with the class of 1958

By Paul Baier of the Argonaut

College students don't change much over the years. Sure there are the obvious physical changes—the spare tires, the bags under the eyes. But the goals pretty much stay the same: money, sex and fun.

Are these goals attainable? We here at the Argonaut decided to take a peak back at some of the goals—and results—from the yearbook of the class of 1958 at Whatastama University.

The sports star of '58 was Waldo (Wallthumper) Fletcher. The Wallthumper's entry in the yearbook under goals read: "To become involved in law enforcement, and eventually join the FBI."

We located Wallthumper at his current job, sweeping out the local police garage and asked if he had made it to the FBI. He said no but that they let him sub for the night watchman on Monday nights. However, living up to his nickname in college apparently made him unfit to carry a gun.

Knute (Kingpin) Gadinsky, the 1958 bowling team captain, listed his goal as: "To join the Professional Bowler's Tour and hopefully bowl in the Lincoln, Neb. Terpin King Tournament someday."

When Gadinsky was contacted at his villa in Omaha, he said that yes he had turned pro, but quit on his 40th birthday with over $3 million in prize money, royalties of $1 for every bowling ball sold in Nebraska and added that yes, he had won the Lincoln, Neb. Terpin King Tournament nine years in a row.

The aspiring Thespian of '58 was June (Dimples) Wannamacker. June had a lofty goal: "I want to be a star." We couldn't talk directly to June, but we did contact her latest "director." Bud Smith, the manager of the "Girls, Girls, Girls Club" in Walla Walla, Wash., said that Dimples was quite a favorite with the regulars and had also starred in a few videos on the side. The most notable titled "Walla Walla Sweets."

Wallthumper Walters, Jr., the '58 Columbus Day King and president of Gnu Stigma Gnu, wanted to "climb the corporate ladder." Weldon used part of his inheritance and started a trailer park with plans to turn it into an empire.

Unfortunately, Weldon used a little faulty judgment. When the vice squad busted his partner-swapping ring and caught him in a 40-ft. double-wide in a compromising position with a midget wrestler, Weldon was given five to 10.

Glen (Sheep) Sheppard was best remembered as the 6'6" scoring machine on the basketball court. What '58 alum couldn't remember the time old Sheep pumped in a season-high 12 points and then got booted from the game for tearing the Montana players.

Sheep's goal was "to rise above it all." Following a dishonorable discharge from boot camp, Sheep bought himself a little peach outside of Missoula and is quite content with his little wool operation. Now Sheep gets all the teasing, but he has a smile on his face that just won't quit.

Hilda (Hips) Gerber, voted Nicest Sorority Girl Queen of 1958, had a simple goal: "To raise a family and do a lot of baking." Hilda ran out on her family in 1960 and now owns a national chain of fitness centers. It is rumored that Hilda is now known by Jane Fonda, Richard Simmons and others as the Cellulite Queen of New Jersey.

Art (Scoop) Wortman, the '58 editor of the Whastamatta U Tartter, listed his goal as "To strive for journalistic truth." We found Scoop on assignment digging for facts for the National Liberale.

"It's a job," Wortman said. "As soon as I get this trash back into the can I'd be glad to answer your questions."

Humor

Joeys (Scam) Sinatra, listed his goal as: "money, money, money." The only lead we could find on Joey was from the Florida Customs Office. It seems that Joey is making a tidy profit with a sizable, but highly illegal, import business in Miami. Snowflakes Valdez, Sinatra's "valet" said that he would relate to Joey the Argonaut's wish to have him as the guest of honor at the paper's next party.

"Class crooner, Hal Gomez, the star of those '58 campus sensations, "The Crewcut Guys," wanted to be the "next Al Jolson." Hal can now be heard behind the piano bar in a nightclub in Wallace. Hal said that he still does a pretty strong version of Mammy, and besides, he gets all the beer he can drink.

The last alum we talked to was class valedictorian Benjamin Binghamton. Ill. Benjie's goal was, "to take over my father's corporation." Benjie did just that, but dropped out of sight in the '60s.

Some investigative reporting turned up Benjamin's teepee in the hills behind Grangeville. Preferring to be called "Not So Serious Israel," he is content to tend to his plants and meditate. "After the first hit of acid, I couldn't stop," Not So Serious said.

So as we celebrate this gala of past and present we can remember the words of the 1958 valedictorian, Not So Serious Israel, "I'm home, I'm really home."
Emergencies to be discussed

OROFINO — Proper emergency care can mean the difference between life and death for victims of coronary attacks.

Information to help emergency and health care personnel to deal with such cases will be offered in a North Idaho Consortium for Health Education workshop in four sessions Oct. 28 through Nov. 18.

Co-sponsored by University of Idaho Continuing Education, St. Joseph's Hospital in Lewiston and Clearwater Valley Hospital in Orofino, the workshop will be held from 6 to 10 p.m. each evening at Good Samaritan Village, 640 N. Eisenhower, Moscow.

Anyone interested should pre-register by Oct. 26 by contacting Deborah Bagman at 882-9186. The fee is $15, which includes the cost of an instructor textbook.
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Student faces UI judicial process

The case of a University of Idaho student accused of using a computer to gain access to UI student financial records is no longer under police investigation, but the university judicial process is continuing. The student’s name has not yet been released.

Captain Robert Meens of the Moscow Police Department, said “We’ve done with it. We gave the case to Hamlett and he rejected it.” According to an article in yesterday’s Daily Idahoon, Bill Hamlett, Latah County Prosecutor, said, because there is no provision under Idaho law for such a case, he will not file charges.

Bruce Pitman, student services dean, said “Our situation is different than that faced by the county prosecutor. All we have to do is prove it (the act) happened.” Assuming it is proven, he said that the student could be charged with several violations of the UI Student Conduct Code.

Possession of a computer password is a violation of the code, Pitman said. “A password is just an electronic key,” he said. This attempted security breach would fall under Article VI Section II of the code, concerning the possession, transfer or creation of a key to UI property or facilities without proper authorization.

The student could also be tried by the judicial council for violating Article II Section II of student code, concerning the accuracy and protection of UI records and documents. According to the code, “Entrance without proper authority into any private office or space of a member of the faculty, staff or student body is in violation of this code.”

Found Money Fund to provide scholarships

A fund has been set up at the University of Idaho to consolidate all lost monies found on the campus.

The Found Money Fund of Idaho’s assets are approaching the $3,000 mark, according to Terry Armstrong, executive assistant to President Gibb, and co-founder of the fund.

Armstrong said that he would like to see the fund top the $3,000 mark by Homecoming weekend.

He said an effort is made to find the owners of money that is found. The money that is not claimed is invested through the Consolidated Investment Trust, an investment firm for the university. He said that with current rates of return, the money should double every six years and that it should yield a sum of roughly $300 million by 2089, the bicentennial birthday of the university. Scholarships will then be awarded from the interest of the money through the fund for academic excellence.

Armstrong said that the fund began in January 1981 with 18 cents and by January 1982 the total grew to $4.45. Due to stories by the Associated Press he and a student, Karen Sobotta, were invited to appear on the NBC game show “Fantasy.” Together they won $2,100.

Carol Venis, co-founder of the fund said that people who return money become official members of the fund; because of this there have been some problems.

She said that people must actually find the money that they turn in, although it can be difficult to detect imposters.

Armstrong said, “The true members are resourceful, they will look in phone books, in coin returns and for a challenge will search through snow banks in the winter.”
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IF YOU WANT SOMETHING DONE RIGHT... YOU HAVE TO DO IT YOURSELF!

Here’s how:
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Evans

let them; they forced them to vote with the party ... As far as I'm concerned, these legislative leaders are failing the people of Idaho.

Some of the benefits of a strong higher education system, Evans said, are both economic and qualitative.

"If you just look at the statistics, look at what a person who earns a BA or BS degree from a university makes in their work, you'll see that they will earn twice as much as they would otherwise," he said. "And if we improve our educational opportunities for people in this state, we can get them to stay in Idaho, develop their own firms or go to work for some of the firms that are here, or go to work for some of the firms that we attract here.

"It all adds up to improving the quality of life in the state, and the reason a good share of the people who come here to live are still here — because of the home life and the environment ... it's so attractive.

So far, the lack of support for higher education has not kept potential industries from locating in Idaho. But Evans says that such could be the case in the future.

"We aren't losing interested businesses right now because of that," he said. "But if they don't see a progressive attitude among the leaders of the state — and that means the governor and the legislators and everyone involved in running the state — then, no, they're not going to have any interest in coming here.

Part of that progressive attitude, he said, includes strong financial support for higher education.

Evans is optimistic, however, that the tide is changing in the Statehouse. "It appears to me that things are changing around," he said. "I think the Republicans suffered from a serious political backlash for the treatment they gave education during the last session. They've been hearing from their constituents.

"So, politically, it's going to be wise for Republicans to show a change in attitude ... which is going to have to take place in the leadership. It was particularly the legislative leadership that was leading Idaho government in the wrong direction."

The governor urged students around the state to work with legislators in their home districts to persuade them to give strong backing to Idaho's university system.

"If students within each region of the state were to ask for a conference with their legislator, and ask for legislative support and let their feelings be known, that would be a tremendous help," Evans said, "especially since it's an election year, when legislators are very sensitive about listening to their constituents. Students themselves, their parents, or a group of students can get together and make their feelings known."

Evans also indicated that he would remain opposed to in-state tuition for Idaho college students. The Idaho Constitution currently forbids tuition to be charged at the UI, a measure that has been extended to include all of Idaho's state colleges.

However, a recent report compiled by the Idaho Task Force on Higher Education recommended the implementation of in-state tuition in Idaho, to the extent that students would be paying for as much as one-third of the cost of their educations.

"I always have been a strong opponent to charging tuition for Idaho residents," Evans said in response to a student's question during the press conference.

"I've always believed that if student costs were restricted at all, then the Legislature would have to support higher education to the greatest extent.

"I don't believe in shifting that responsibility to the backs of the students. I really think that a lot of young people in this state would not be able to afford college if they had to pay for one-third of the cost of their educations ... I believe that we need to hold the costs for students as low as possible."

Evans said, however, that the Task Force report in general was worthwhile and deserved careful attention.

"We're looking at the various parts of the report and evaluating them on their own merits," he said.

But Evans was noncommittal on the proposal currently being considered by the Idaho Board of Education that would create "lead institutions" for various programs at the three major state universities. The designations of lead programs would probably be based on role and mission statements recently completed by the three universities.

"I'm happy to see the university presidents sit down and come up with a solution on this," he said. "I'm not sure if the proposal we have now is what we want; I think there's an alternative program."

Evans said that if Idaho does not adopt a program similar to the "lead institution" idea, then the state would have to revert to a chancellor system. A chancellor system would mean that the program emphasis would be dictated to the universities instead of being prepared voluntarily under the current board proposal.
Spiders plunder Pirates, in non-conference match

By Frank Hill

The UI Volleyball team split a non-conference dual match against Whitworth College and Spokane Falls Community College Tuesday, but still came away without a notch in the loss column.

The Vandals defeated the Pirates 13-6, 15-3, 15-13 in the five-game series, but lost to Spokane Falls, 9-15, 15-6, 15-6 in a three-game series. Another loss, this one to the Spokane Junior College, did not hurt the Vandals' win-loss record, however, because of Spokane Falls'JC status. Games played between Division I schools, such as Idaho and Junior colleges are considered exhibition events.

ID's overall record this season is 19-11.

"We treated the Spokane Falls match as kind of a JV scrimmage," Amanda Gammage, head Vandal volleyball coach, said. "It was good to get some of our reserve setters Michelle Laub and Mylinda Vans in place of usual setters Kelly Neely against SCCC. "That move sure made everybody appreciate Kelly Neely a little bit more," Gammage said.

Because the "game didn't count for anything," the Vandals went out and just had fun against SCCC, Gammage said.

Against Whitworth College, however, the stats from the game did count and the Vandals made sure their statistics looked good. Earlier this season, Idaho defeated the Pirates in straight sets at the Idaho Northwest Invitational Tournament. Once again Tuesday night the Vandals beat the Pirates again thumped the Whitworth Bucs. "We played pretty well," Gammage said, "I was pleased."

Volleyball notes — At the halfway point of the Mountain West Athletic Conference volleyball season, the Vandals find themselves in sixth place with a 2-5 record. Only the top four teams of the eight-team league will make the playoffs... Montanas leads the MWAC with a 7-0 record... As of games through Oct. 15, Kelley Neely leads the MWAC in assists averaging 11.07 per game.
Idaho-Montana
80 years of football memories

By Frank Hill and Brian Beesley of the Argonaut

The University of Idaho and the University of Montana have been playing football for a long time. A long, long time. So long, in fact, that anyone born on the date of the first U-UM football game, just celebrated his/her 80th birthday.

Yet few people can remember (or are left to recount) the exploits in the first Vandals-Grizzlies football game. Other than that, Idaho defeated Montana 28-0, few facts remain from the 1903 encounter.

Following the initial blanking of Montana, the Vandals and Grizzlies have squared off against each other 64 more times. And as history as shown, the Vandals have usually prevailed over the Grizzlies.

Prior to this Saturday's game, Idaho has an overall record against Montana of 45-19-2. Idaho has beaten Montana more times than any other team the UI has ever opposed. Yet over the years, Idaho's wins and losses to the Grizzlies have been some of the most exciting football games ever played. Here are just a few examples of some past Idaho-Montana football battles:

— In 1914, the Vandals and Grizzlies struggled to a 0-0 tie. Marking only the second time the Vandals and Grizzlies locked horns, the 1916 Gem of the Mountains referred to the 1914 team as a group that "never quit fighting till the last whistle blew." Perhaps more interesting than the game itself were the nicknames of some of these early Vandals gridmers. Where have you gone, "Buck" Phillips, "Spud" Casey, "Ding" Dingle, "Gronny" Groniger and "Speed" Purdy?

— In 1916, Idaho lost its first-ever loss to Montana 15-3. Although losing, according to the Gem, "For three-quarters of the game Montana was outclassed in every stage."

— In 1916, Idaho lost to Montana once again. This time the score was 19-13. Although losing, the Gem said, "The 'Grizzlies' were outplayed in every phase of the game; and at the end of the third quarter had a 13-0 lead. The Vandals came back and scored a touchdown after the score by running up nineteen points." How times never change.

— In 1926, the Vandals beat Montana 27-12. But according to the Gem, "The score of 27 to 12 does not begin to indicate the superiority of the Erbmen (Vandal head football coach, Charles Erb) in this decisive victory."

— In 1931, "The University of Montana felt the unleashed fury of the vengeful Vandal gridmen when the Grizzlies invaded Moscow," the 1932 Gem said. Some "unleashed fury." The final score: Idaho 21, Montana 19.

— The 1936 Vandal-Grizzly game was one of five games that season in which the Vandals failed to score. The Gem rationalized the defeat with the time-worn phrases, "Idaho's fumbles were costly. . . . Bedad was handicapped by a large number of injuries. . . . The Vandals were defeated by the Montana Grizzlies 16-0 at Missoula."

Perhaps the 1940 UI-Montana game was the most significant loss the Vandals ever experienced. Coming off six consecutive shutout losses, the Vandals fell to Montana 26-18 on their way to a 1-7-1 season. Enough said.

Two years later Idaho returned the shutout favor. According to the Argonaut and head football coach Francis Schmidt, the Vandals "played our best ball this year." The statement would seem quite true considering the Vandals were coming off losses to Oregon State, 32-0; Air Force (second team), 14-0; Stanford, 54-7; and Oregon 28-0.

During the 1950s, Idaho beat Montana on seven out of eight occasions and was perhaps the era of Idaho's greatest individual stars, Jerry Kramer and Wayne Walker.

By the 1960s, there was but one word to describe the Vandals, "McDonald." Ray McDonald, who still owns numerous Vandal rushing records, was practically the Vandals' entire offensive output for four years. An example of his rushing success was exhibited during the 1965 UI-Montana game. In that game, McDonald rambled for 249 yards on 32 carries as the Vandals cruised to a 35-7 victory. McDonald scored four of the Vandals' five touchdowns. What makes McDonald's performance even more impressive in light of the report from the Argonaut was "Jerry Ahln played an impressive game at quarterback (for the Vandals) completing 4 out of 5 passes for 97 yards. His passes, although wobbly at times... proved to be a vital part of the Vandal offense."

And let us not forget the 1970s. And in particular, the 1973 Grizzly deep freeze in Missoula. According to the Nov. 6, 1973, issue of the Argonaut, "The Vandals played in 20 degree weather with 35 mile and hour winds making the wind chill temperature 10 degrees."

Somehow the Vandals beat Montana, 20-7. Oh, how lucky we are to be watching today's game in the AUI-Kibbie Dome.

And now for this Saturday's game. Who knows what memorable events may occur? Indeed, when Dennis Erickson unleashes his 1983 Vandals against Montana, both teams enter the game with as much on the line today, as their football forefathers did so long ago.

1965
Idaho 35, Montana 7
Vandal running back Ray McDonald plows his way through the Montana defense. After graduation, McDonald was selected in the first round of the NFL draft by the Washington Redskins.

1957
Wayne Walker
Wayne Walker played catcher for the Vandals and went on to become an all-pro for the Detroit Lions.

1948
Idaho 39, Montana 0
Vandal back John Christensen rambles for big yardage as the Vandals blanked the Grizzlies.
Early Idaho Football Team

This picture, lifted from the first Gem of the Mountains, depicts one of the earliest Vandal football teams. Of note, Robert L. Ghormley (famous for his World War II career and whose name is associated with a local park) is seated front row right.

1982

Idaho 21, Montana 7

Idaho's 'Kamiah Kid,' quarterback Kenny Hobart, goes to the air in last year's playoff game against the Grizzlies.

Idaho 27, Montana 12

Playing in the mist and fog of Missoula, the offensive-minded Vandals downed Montana.

1931

Idaho 31, Montana 19

Although Idaho won the game, in this picture dark-clad Grizzlies bust through the Idaho offensive front line.
1956 UI ski team finished fifth in nation

By Don Rondeau
of the Argonaut

Although the 1981-82 University of Idaho men’s basketball team was rated in the top ten for the latter part of the season, another Idaho team sport nearly won a national championship 27 years ago this year.

The 1956 UI ski team placed fifth in the NCAA championships in Winter Park, Colo. The championships consisted of three events: alpine, cross country and jumping.

The Vandals won the nordic championships, jumping and cross country, but fell behind in the alpine. The overall winner was Denver.

Idaho might have won the championship meet if not for an unfortunate mishap in the last race of the alpine. Frank Commock, who was inducted into the Idaho Hall of Fame in 1981, broke his ski on the run and could not finish. Coaching the Vandals that year was Roland “Ron” Byers. He was teaching engineering at the UI at the time; he retired two years ago as chairman of the general engineering department.

The Vandals had an impressive showing in the jumping and cross country competition because of Norwegians Erik Berggren, Reidar Ullewaalseter, Helge Gagnum and Per Windju. Three of the team competed in the three-man 20-mile relay team and all ski-jumped. Berggren and Ullewaalseter were All-Americans that year and both were also inducted into the Idaho Hall of Fame in 1981.

Skiing was funded by the athletic department until the mid-60s. Byers held the non-paying job from 1955-58.

The Vandals had to travel to various sights for practice. The cross country skiers most often practiced on Moscow Mountain and occasionally in Banff, Canada. The jumpers had to travel to McCall, since it had the nearest jumping facility. The alpine skiers traveled to Spout Springs on Blue Mountain.

The members of the UI 1956 ski team: from left, Byron Ringheim, Helge Gagnum, Erik Berggren, Reidar Ullewaalseter and coach Ron Byers.
"Where They Are Now"
Ex-Vandal guard Jerry Kramer remembers Lombardi, Packers

By Don Rondeau
of the Argonaut

In the 1957 University of Idaho homecoming football game, in which the Vandals suffered a 9-6 heartbreaking loss to Oregon, a young man from Sandpoint was playing offensive guard for the Vandals. Of those in attendance, few would have thought that one day a seemingly insignificant Vandal guard would go on to reach stardom in the National Football League.

Jerry Kramer was that guard and he played a key role with the Green Bay Packers when the Packers were a dynasty in the '60s.

As a fourth-round draft choice of the "Pack" in 1959, Kramer played offensive guard and second-string kicker for 11 years. During his stint, he was on three NFL championship teams (1961, 1962 and 1965) and two Super Bowl winning teams (1967, 1968). In addition, he was a five-time all-pro selection during his career.

Kramer played under the late Vince Lombardi, who enjoys the reputation of being perhaps the greatest professional football coach ever. Lombardi was named the Pack coach before Kramer's second season.

"Looking back, it was a rare privilege to play at that time. He (Lombardi) was the strictest, toughest and meanest s.o.b. I ever met. He was the reason why we won," the former Idaho grider said.

Kramer had the privilege to block for a backfield that included quarterback Bart Starr and running backs Jim Taylor and Paul Hornung.

During the Packers' heyday, Kramer and fellow guard Fuzzy Thurston made the famous Packers sweep the most feared offensive weapon in the NFL at the time ... possibly of all time. The game that stands out the most in Kramer's mind was the 1962 championship game against the New York Giants in Yankee Stadium — the temperature was close to six degrees below zero. In the game, he blocked three critical field goals to lift Green Bay to a 16-7 victory. His last field goal with two minutes left put the game out of reach.

"The last one was the most exciting thing for me in professional football," he said.

Kramer was the man of the hour in that game, but he came through with another clutch performance five years later. Playing in the 1967 NFL Championship Game in Green Bay where the temperature was a bone-chilling 13 degrees below zero (the coldest temperature of any pro game), Kramer threw the block against Dallas Cowboy tackle Jethro Pugh that enabled Starr to sneak in from one yard out. That touchdown gave the Packers a 21-17 come-from-behind victory with 16 seconds left.

Kramer said: "Pugh got off the line of scrimmage standing up. We thought we could run at him in goal-line situations. We tried the play the Thursday before the game." The win put the Packers in their second consecutive

See Kramer, page 31
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Trumbo looks to youth for basketball help

When Vandal head basketball Coach Bill Trumbo held his first official practice of the season last Saturday, the event marked the end of an era at the University of Idaho. No longer would Palouse area Vandal fans cheer one of Idaho's most beloved basketball coaches, Don Monson. The "Age of Monson" was now a memory and in its place, the "Age of Trumbo" was just beginning.

Trumbo came to the U following Monson's departure to the greener pastures at the University of Oregon. Monson, who amassed 100 career wins in five seasons at Idaho, took a struggling basketball program and turned it into one of the powerhouse teams of the Big Sky Conference. For Trumbo, replacing Monson would be no easy chore.

To compound Trumbo's ascension to the Idaho basketball throne, Monson's departure coincided with the graduation of four of Monson's seniors. Not only would Trumbo have some huge shoes to fill, but he had to acquire some horses to pull Idaho's basketball wagon.

"You just can't replace players like Brian Kellerman and Phil Hopson right away," Trumbo said. But Trumbo and his staff may have done the seemingly impossible. Because after an arduous recouling season, it would seem that Trumbo has found the stallions needed to run Idaho to victory.

During the summer, the Vandals' 1982-83 basketball team lost seven players to either graduation, matriculation or grades. The only remaining members from that team are Stan Arnold, Pete Prigge, Freeman Watkins, Pete Reitz, Zane Frazier and Matt Haskins (red-shirt). Only Arnold and Prigge are returning starters.

"Stan Arnold and Pete Prigge saw lots of action last year and I can't discount experience," Trumbo said. "Experience is a very important ingredient."

Experience is what Trumbo feels a successful basketball team must have to win, and that is why he recruited some of the most savvy court players he could find.

Two new Vandals are Ulf Spears and Steve Adams. Both freshmen are from Benson Technical School in Oregon and could be keys to Idaho's winning or losing the Big Sky basketball title. "Uff's a talento 4-4 guard who played forward in high school," Trumbo said. "Adams is a 6-6 small forward who can leap like a gazelle. We were fortunate to get him without him visiting the campus."

Another pair of high school teammates also found their way to the U. Chris Cary and Tom Stalick attended West Albany High School in Albany, Ore. "Chris was a highly sought-after first team all-state point guard," Trumbo said. "He's a good leader ship and is a tough player; he'll be fun to watch."

Cary was signed by 6-7 inches and weighs 200 pounds. All three of the juniors are transfers from other schools. Frank Garza is a junior college transfer from Trumbo's old school, Santa Rosa; Dan Wright transferred from Fugjumper. We were fortunate to get him without him visiting the campus."

Another pair of high school teammates also found their way to the U. Chris Cary and Tom Stalick attended West Albany High School in Albany, Ore. "Chris was a highly sought-after first team all-state point guard," Trumbo said. "He has good leadership and is a tough player; he'll be fun to watch."

Lentil ruggers host tourney

The University of Idaho intramural department has announced the start of the Northwest Pacific Women's Rugby Regional Tournament this Saturday, Oct. 22 beginning at 10 a.m. and continuing on Sunday.

Moscow's Dusty Lentils will host the round robin tournament. Other teams competing are Portland, Missoula and Eugene. The Lentils will play Eugene at 10 a.m. and Missoula at 12:30 p.m. on Saturday and the Zephyrs on Sunday at 10 a.m.

The winner of the tourney will advance to the territorial regionals in San Francisco later next spring. This weekend is a major tournament before the territorial and national meets.

The Lentils, who were 3-0-1 in regular season action, only need two victories to advance to San Francisco.

The Lentil ruggers were led in scoring this season by Penny Rice. She scored 16 points. She is followed by Felicia Potter, Janis Jackson and Danielle Cherry with four apiece. The Lentil scrum were responsible for 12 points on three attempts.

Intramural corner

Rally the Vandals to a big homecoming win

Free Transfers and Lettering with purchase of shirt
Vandal Lounge, SUB
October 20, 21, 22
Thurs, Fri 11:30 till 8:00
Sat. 9:00 till Noon

Go Vandals!!!

Hours of Operation:
10 AM - 8 PM Mon - Fri
12 PM - 5 PM Saturday
University of Idaho
Student Union Basement
885-7940

The Lentils, who were 3-0-1 in regular season action, only need two victories to advance to San Francisco.

The Lentil ruggers were led in scoring this season by Penny Rice. She scored 16 points. She is followed by Felicia Potter, Janis Jackson and Danielle Cherry with four apiece. The Lentil scrum were responsible for 12 points on three attempts.

Intramural corner

Pool (men) — Games will be played in the SUB Game Room. Games begin Monday, Oct. 24.

Two and three basketball (men and women) — Games start Monday, Oct. 24 and will be played on Monday-Thursdays evenings.

Taco John's

Taco John's

Go to the Vandal basketball team!
Super Bowl where they came away with an easy 33-14 victory over the Oakland Raiders. Kramer got his chance to become an icon on the cover of Sports Illustrated magazine holding Lombardi on his shoulders. Perhaps the only regret Kramer has of his Packer days is not being nominated for the Pro Football Hall of Fame. "I thought I would 10 years ago," Kramer said. "My chances were better then than they are now. I don't understand the politics of it (the selection process)," he said.

The Idaho teams that Kramer played on from 1954-57, were nowhere near as successful as the Packers. The best record the Vandals could muster was 4-4-1 in 1957, his senior year. However, no other Idaho team can claim the talent of the teams Kramer played on during his four-year college career. Along with Kramer, the Vandals had center Wayne Walker, who went on to reach all-pro status as a linebacker with the Detroit Lions. Walker's death was the subject of a weekly commentary on CBS professional football telecasts. In the 1957 season, both Walker and Kramer started on the Vandal offensive line.

There were six other Vandals in that era who either played pro football or had tryouts. One reason the Vandals of Kramer's era were a winning team was because they were in the old Pacific Coast Conference and shared the league with Oregon, Arizona State, Oregon State, and Washington State. All those teams are presently in the Pac-10 Conference.

Kramer concluded his professional career with the Packers after the 1967 regular season at the young age of 32. "I'd done everything I wanted to do. It was time for me to go," he explained.

However, Kramer nearly came out of retirement to play with the Los Angeles Rams and with his good friend Merlin Olson. Kramer felt Olson and Detroit's Alex Karras were the best defensive linemen he'd ever lined up against. Kramer sees himself as being successful off the gridiron as he was on it.

Frank Moreno and Cal Loveall, may be missing another key performer. In Tuesday's practice, alongside safety and Vandal co-captain Boyce Bailey, they suffered a serious sprained ankle and may be unavailable for Saturday's game. If Bailey cannot play, Erickson will install either Paul Pittre, Mark Johnston, or John Cayton.

"It'll hurt (Bailey's) injury us leadership-wise. You're going to have injuries. Successful teams have backups that can come in and play very well. Ruhl (UI freshman defensive tackle) came in and played excellent," Erickson said.

Football

Frank Moreno and Cal Loveall, may be missing another key performer. In Tuesday's practice, alongside safety and Vandal co-captain Boyce Bailey, they suffered a serious sprained ankle and may be unavailable for Saturday's game. If Bailey cannot play, Erickson will install either Paul Pittre, Mark Johnston, or John Cayton.

"It'll hurt (Bailey's) injury us leadership-wise. You're going to have injuries. Successful teams have backups that can come in and play very well. Ruhl (UI freshman defensive tackle) came in and played excellent," Erickson said.

Vandal sports shorts

Road race set for Oct. 29

The Moscow Roadrunners Club will stage its 6th annual Women's Run on Saturday, Oct. 29. Two races will be run, 3.75 miles and 7.1 miles. Both races start at 10 a.m. from D and Mountain View Streets, at the Moscow Jr. High School. The entry fee is $3 ($2 for Moscow Roadrunners members). Entry blanks can be picked up at local sporting goods stores, and entries will be accepted until race time. For further information, call Steve Smith at 882-6176.

Yarno signs with Denver

John Yarno, a 1976 All-American center for the University of Idaho and most-valuable player in the Big Sky Conference, will get a second shot in professional football after he was cut by the Seattle Seahawks prior to the opening game of this season.

Yarno and his brother, George, the starting offensive guard for the Tampa Bay Buccaneers, signed contracts with the U.S. Football League's Denver Gold earlier this week.
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He (Vince Lombardi) was the strictest, toughest and meanest s.o.b. I ever met. He was the reason why we won.

--Jerry Kramer

Yarno, after graduating from Moscow High School, was a three-year letterman in football at Idaho State University.

Yarno was a three-year letterman in football at Idaho State University.
Vandal harriers off till Nov. 5

The UI women's cross country team finished their regular season of competition at the 3,000 meter Oregon Track Club Invitational Oct. 16 and will face a break in action until the Mountain West Athletic Conference (MWAC) Championships set for Nov. 5 at Missoula, Mont. The Vandals under Coach Roger Norris are the returning MWAC Champions. "I wish we'd had more meets in our schedule, but it wasn't possible this year," Norris said. "We picked those we attended in hopes of preparing us for the MWAC and District VII Championships."

The highest Idaho finisher in the Oregon meet was junior Sherrie Crang. The Vancouver, Wash. native finished seventh overall in 16:55. Teammate Patsy Sharpies finished in eighth place with a time of 17:26.

We support the Vandals!
- Idaho sweaters
- Idaho jackets
- Idaho sweatshirts
and much more!
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Vandal swimmers ready for Idaho Relays

By Mike Long of the Argonaut

Frank Burlison, Vandal swimming coach, believes the University of Idaho will field its strongest swim teams ever when the UI hosts Central Washington, Whitworth College, the University of Montana and Washington State University in the Idaho Relays Nov. 5. The meet will be the first of the year for the Vandals. Burlison's analysis of the men's team revealed that the men should be strong in almost all areas, with the possible exception of the breaststroke, where only three Vandals will compete. Their greatest strength will be depth; a strong bench is something Idaho has never possessed, Burlison said. He also stated that the relay teams have the potential to rewrite every Idaho record now in the books. The women's team will be stronger than last year, according to Burlison because some "big holes" were filled, with the breaststroke being perhaps the women's strongest area.

The men's chief competition should be from Central Washington, Burlison said, but adding, "We can handle them." Referring to the women's chances, he said that it would be close with Idaho, Montana and Washington State "at each other's necks."

Changes in this year's meet allow each school to field a larger team. They went up from 10 members last year to 17. Also, the meets are no longer co-ed. This allows the University of Montana and Washington State to compete in more meets since both lack a men's swim team. This also left room for the addition of a few more events Burlison said.

Returning varsity members of the men's team this year are Jack Keane, Theo Schmeckle and Hank Hazelet. Keane is a junior with school records in the 100 and 200 meter butterfly. Schmeckle is a senior with school records in the 100 and 1,650 meter freestyle. He is also the co-captain on the men's team. Hazelet is a senior diver.
Beat Generation poet reads at UI

Gary Snyder makes poetry a verbal art

By Letitia Maxwell of the Argonaut

One of many things that can be said for the creativity of the Beat Generation of the 1960s is that it widened the audience for poetry. And Gary Snyder is as much responsible for that increased recognition as anybody.

"It's true most people don't think much of poetry," the Pulitzer Prize-winning poet said, "but a whole lot more do now than did." Snyder was awarded the 1975 Pulitzer Prize for poetry for his book, "Turtle Island."

Snyder was one of several writers, including Allen Ginsberg, Jack Kerouac, Kenneth Rexroth, Philip Whalen and Brother Antoninus, who constituted the San Francisco-based Beat Generation. These were the writers who made poetry readings fashionable, and Snyder says it hasn't lost any of its impetus since then.

"You'd be surprised at just how many people do explore it, and who are not associated with a university in any way, but for who poetry is a part of their seeing world. That number is growing all the time. So it's really there."

But there's still a market for room for interest to grow, he added. "If poets wanted to make a push to be more accessible and leap out into a larger audience," added Snyder, "they could do it."

Those who attended Snyder's poetry reading Wednesday evening discovered poetry was also an oral art. Snyder, who regularly performs his own poetry, is a superb reader. "Poetry enters its true mode of existence in the oral presentation," he said. "Just as a play has its true mode of presentation in a performance on stage.

"You can read the text of a play in a book, and as you read it, you know it was meant to be performed. When you read a poem on a page, you must know it was meant to be heard because poetry is the musically compressed and intensified art of language."

"Language," he continued, "is sound, not writing."

"Writing is just the symbolic representation of speaking real sounds in the real world. We are over impressed by writing. It is language itself that is the mystery. Writing is just a simple way of trapping words."

Not all of the responsibility for appreciating poetry lies with the

See Beat, page 34

‘The Matchmaker’ opens tonight at the Hartung

By Charles Gallagher of the Argonaut

"The sign that something’s wrong with you is when you sit quietly at home wishing you were out having lots of adventures," echoes Barnaby Tucker as the moral to the University of Idaho Theater production, "The Matchmaker.

The play opens this weekend with tonight’s 8 p.m. performance at the Hartung Theater.

The innocent and stooge-like Tucker, played by Leigh Selting, epitomizes the theme of Thornton Wilder’s farce on youthful America. "The Matchmaker" is a story of many loves, but only through an adventure in New York City do those affairs have the chance to bloom — by way of “an awful mess” Tucker says.

The farce is a story about Horace Vandergelder, a rich old merchant from Yonkers, N.Y., played by Randy Ritz. He is now so rich that he decides to take a wife, and employs the services of a matchmaker to find one. A marriage is a

Vandergelder’s two overworked apprentices, Tucker (played by Leigh Selting) and Cornelius Hackl (played by Tom Watson) also converge on the city to have a good meal, to be in danger, to be almost arrested, and to spend all their money. They have been suffering under long business hours and want to experience the spontaneous; to kiss a girl.

Matching your own match isn’t as simple as eliminating the possibilities, as the Matchmaker soon finds out. She confronts the merchant with a marriage proposal of herself, with the reasoning that a nagging wife will bring spirit into his life, rather than one who’s a good housekeeper, but who cheats behind his back. Vandergelder’s shrewdness detects and rejects her scheming.

The loss of Vandergelder’s billfold in the Harmonia Gardens Restaurant proves to be the catalyst for breaking the cast of couples out of their separate circles.

Mrs. Levi returns the billfold to the merchant, after the purse of bills changes hands and brings some luck with it.

When Vandergelder finally begins to court Mrs. Levi, his perspective on business changes — as does his attitude toward love. This change of heart remedied all the complications of love and lovers which Vandergelder’s earlier attitude had caused.

The tomfoolery and hide-and-seek scenes of the clerks bring to life the innocence of 19th-century theater. American virtues of ‘honesty as the best policy,’ and one vice at a time bring substance to Wilder’s fun-filled anecdote for the proper mix between adventure and sitting at home.

The farce consists of four acts divided by an olde piece of singing with piano accompaniment. The olio was a vaudeville number of song or dance performed in front of the curtain between acts which required major set changes.

The production is directed by Roy Flutter, and will run through Nov. 6. Tickets are $3 for students and $4.50 for general admission.
Palouse sees the Bard

Palouse Performances was launched last night with the Kennedy Center Acting Company's presentation of William Shakespeare's farce "Merry Wives of Windsor" in the Bradley Performing Arts Coliseum.

The production was also a debut joint venture between the WSU Coliseum Events Group and ASUI Programs, with the common interests of promoting professional-performing artists on the Palouse.

The play centered around Sir John Falstaff, the bawdy but cunning character Shakespeare first brought to life in "Henry IV." Queen Elizabeth inspired William Shakespeare to lift his character from the battlefields to a romantic entanglement with two women of Windsor.

The result is a fast-paced farce in which the play's two plot lines are smoothly integrated. Falstaff, bracing pointlessly, decides to court two women, wives of wealthy townsman, by sending them both identical written letters.

The women share their love letters with one another and decide to conspire against Falstaff. The wives also inform their husbands of Falstaff's letters. Jealousy leads to anger and finally to drastic measures by the husband of Mistress Ford.

The Morca Dance Theatre is the next production set for Sunday, Nov. 13 at the Coliseum. The contemporary Spanish dance company will perform dance concert pieces ranging from emotionally-charged Flamenco to the music of Bach. Vivaldi and many other composers. The Morca, artistic director and principal dancer for the company, is claimed by Guinness Book of World Records to have the fastest feet in the world.

As a special bonus to Palouse Performances, a musical version of Charles Dickens' "A Christmas Carol" will be presented at the Coliseum Wednesday, Nov. 30.

Season ticket holders will have the first choice of tickets for this performance.

On Friday, Feb. 10, The Preservation Hall Jazz Band from New Orleans will set toes tapping in the Coliseum. This evening will feature traditional and Dixieland jazz at its finest, by members who have played together for over 50 years.

The Palouse Performances will travel to the Administration Building Auditorium Monday, Feb. 20 with the Soviet Enigma Orchestra chamber recital. Every member of this orchestra has emigrated to the United States from the Soviet Union.

A solo performance by actor Jerry Rockwood is the presentation set for WSU on Saturday, March 24. Edgar Allen Poe - A Condition of Shadow, is an in-depth characterization of Poe adapted from his writings.

Mime Musica returns the series of events to Moscow University, April 21. The culminating music of Joemy Wilson combined with Jon Harvey's universal language of movement make a unique blending of sight and sound, mime and music.

Tickets will be sold before each event at the SUB Information Desk and the WSU Coliseum Box Office.

Homecoming MUMS
Only $4 at
Landes's University Floral
Palouse Empire Mall (882-8521)

YOU MAY WIN A FREE TRIP TO HAWAII.
If you do, let us know! Palouse Review, the Argonaut's F.B. Sun & Literary Supplement will be distributed Free - with the November 18 Argonaut. We are looking for contributions of original art, photos, short fiction and poetry. Bring your art to the Arg office by November 4. And have a good time in the tropics!!

FILL OUT THIS IMPORTANT COUPON!!!

Palouse Review Hawaii NonStakes
NAME:
ADDRESS:
PHONE:
I.D. NUMBER:

High school bands to perform in Dome

Eighteen high school bands and drill teams from Idaho, Washington and Oregon will perform together in a pre-game show with the University of Idaho Marching Band Saturday in the ASUI Kibbie Dome.

Dan Bukvich, director of the UI Marching Band, said that this will be the 10th year that high school bands have performed for Homecoming.

Usually the bands perform at halftime, Bukvich said, but they will perform before the game this year because of Alumni requests for a regular halftime show by the UI Marching Band.

The bands will arrive in Moscow Saturday morning for the Homecoming Parade, in which they will be judged by UI students selected by the parade chairman. After the parade, the bands will rehearse together for the first time in the Kibbie Dome.

With that one rehearsal the bands will perform Harold Walter's Instant Concert, which includes many familiar classical pieces, according to Bukvich.

Also during the pregame show the UI Vandalert Choir, under the direction of Howard Johansen, will sing the National Anthem and "Try to Remember" from Fantasy Fantasies. Greg Steineke, director of the School of Music, will direct the choir in singing "Here We Have Idaho."

For the halftime show, the UI Marching Band will perform a medley of George and Ira Gershwin songs such as "Swanee" and "I Got Rhythm."

Also during halftime the Homecoming royalty will be presented and the Golden Girls will perform.
The curtain will rise tonight in the Hartung Theatre for...

'The Matchmaker'

TOP — Barnaby Tucker (played by Leigh Saltling), Cornelius Hackl (played by Tom Watson), Minnie Fay (played by Carla Capps), Mrs. Malloy (played by Lynn Rigby) hide while listening to the Matchmaker and Vandergelder (played by Randy Ritz) in the restaurant.

CENTER — Mrs. Levi (played by Mary Jo Blumenshein) tries to convince Horace Vandergelder (played by Randy Ritz) to marry her.

BOTTOM LEFT — Mrs. Levi, the Matchmaker (played Mary Jo Blumenshein), consoles Mrs. Malloy (played by Lynn Rigby) in the hat shop on her loss of Vandergelder.

BOTTOM RIGHT — Before the opening act, Barnaby Tucker (played by Leigh Selting) applies the finishing touches to his makeup.

Photography by Julia Yost
Design by Gary Lundgren
Adkison art show opens tonight

By Dena Rosenberry of the Argonaut

Opening tonight at the Prichard Gallery and running through Nov. 18 is a one-woman show by Kathleen Gemberling Adkison, a well-known and respected artist from Seattle.

Adkison has been called one of the premier abstract painters of the region. Her work is traditional only in the sense that it involves interpreting the observed world. The large canvases included in the show were gathered on loan from private collectors, corporations and institutions.

Adkison feels a strong association with landforms and expresses those landforms with free, loose images. Her paintings capture the overall impact of those impressions; they capture the mood and action of her subjects rather than concentrating on a direct replication of a specific subject.

Her exceptional composition and use of color create organic motion well-represented in form. Adkison’s work is a subjective analysis of form, structure, light, composition, color and image.

Born in Nebraska, Adkison expressed early interest in drawing and coloring. By high school age, when she and her family moved to Seattle, Adkison had begun to concentrate on artistic pursuits.

The most influential person in Adkison’s painting evolution was artist Mark Tobey, whom she studied under during the 1940s. Tobey’s contributions went beyond artistic technique: Adkison strived to absorb his concepts and philosophy, as well.

Adkison then moved to Spokane, where trips to the region’s wilderness areas opened her subject matter to nature and nature’s processes.

“I’m sure if I lived in Manhattan I would not be painting as I am today,” Adkison said. “Painting is a felt thing, as music is.”

Adkison’s direction turned to abstract expressionism when she developed a technique that could adequately capture the images she saw. Drops of paint are used to express many of nature’s details, including flowers, stars, lichen and tide waters.

Since the mid-1970s many of Adkison’s paintings have dealt with images seen in Eastern Washington and Canada: rock outcroppings, waterfalls, fields of flowers and star-filled skies.

Another well-known series of paintings involved an intense study of the different seasons, capturing the impressions and the vivid contrasts in the annual cyclical changes.

“The energetic contrasts of nature further challenge and excite me,” Adkison said at the time. “Energy is utilized in different ways, so that the paintings become vital and dance-like, compared to the slow, ponderous rhythms of rocks.”

— Kathleen Adkison

Painting is a felt thing, as music is.

School of Music plans recital

A cellist, a pianist and a symphony orchestra will offer their performances on the University of Idaho campus next week.

Linda Wharton, a cellist, performs in the School of Music Recital Hall on Sunday at 4 p.m. She will play. Sammartini’s “Sonata in G major,” Brahms’ “Sonata in E minor,” and Saint-Saens’ “Concerto in A minor.”

Wharton will also play Popper’s “Serenade” and Cassadó’s “Requiebros,” both of which are described as short pieces with Spanish flavor. Wharton will be accompanied by Pullman pianist Meg Kelly.

Jay Mauchley, UI associate professor of piano, performs in the Recital Hall on Oct. 25 at 8 p.m. Mauchley’s performance features George Crumb’s “Makrokosmos II,” which is a series of fantasy pieces associated with the Zodiac.

The UI Symphonic Orchestra performs Oct. 27 in the Administration Building Auditorium at 8 p.m. Under the direction of Stephen Folks, the orchestra will play Carl Maria von Weber’s “Oberon” Overture, Shostakovich’s Cello Concerto with soloist Bill Wharton, and Sibelius’ “Symphony No. 1.” All recitals are free and open to the public.
‘Theatre Mom’ helps out behind the scenes at UI

By Letitia Maxwell
of the Argonaut

How much apple pie does it take to mother 52 University of Idaho students? Louise Biggs has the answer. She’s surrogate mother to theatre arts students who exchanged their mothers’ loving care for the college experience, and she makes sure they get regular hugs and hot meals.

The students call her Theatre Mom and rave about her cheesecake. Whenever a hungry face stops in at the U-Hut, where Louise works as a part-time office assistant, she is always ready to hand out doughnuts or apples.

During stage productions, Louise fills in selling tickets, assisting the costume designer or helping anyone who needs an extra hand backstage. “I don’t think people know just how much work goes into one of these productions. For six weeks the students involved live, eat and breathe theatre. They literally forget to eat,” Louise said, and that’s why she feeds them.

At Saturday’s “Matchmaker” rehearsal, Louise made chicken enchiladas, rolls, two salads and lemonade for the cast and technical crew. Louise added that whenever she tries out a new recipe she takes it over to the Hartung and lets the students test it.

“I worry about their health. I notice when they don’t look well and I ask them how they’re doing. I know lots of them get low on money. It’s hard for me not to mother them.”

Louise has four children herself. The oldest, Ron is a UI graduate. The other three, Anita, Steve and Cathy are undergraduates here. Louise is also a UI student. She enrolled two years ago and is majoring in psychology.

Being on campus with her kids could create some family problems but Louise said it more often than not makes them more cohesive. “They help me with my studies and when I first came here Anita showed me all around campus, just like the new kid in school.”

Louise added, “I try not to stick my nose in my kids’ lives. To me, the purpose of raising kids is to make them independent and let them choose their own life.”

Before moving to Moscow, Louise lived in Salmon with her husband of 26 years, Glenn. Glenn is a logger presently working in Montana. He drives to Moscow every weekend to be with Louise and their children.

In Salmon, Louise took extension courses through Idaho State University and worked for the public health department, the field which she wants to pursue. After she graduates in December, Louise will work while Glenn goes back to college. “I thought it would be easier than this but every weekend it gets harder to say goodbye.”
"Right Moves" fumbles away 2 hours

By N.K. Hoffman
for the Argonaut

All the Right Moves has several things to offer the viewer and several things to refuse. One thing it refuses the audience is an explanation of the title, since its hero, Stef (in a fairly good portrayal by Tom Cruise) makes wrong moves one after another. That is one annoying thing about the film: in an effort to make you sympathize with Stef, troubles are heaped on him, but the build-up of tension is so smoothly progressive it seems contrived.

One thing the movie does offer is a better-than-average characterization of Lisa, the hero's girlfriend. Stef is interested in football and engineering: Lisa is interested in music and Stef. These characterizations may seem two-dimensional, but that's one more dimension than we usually get in a sort of One-On-One/Rocky film. Lea Thompson, who plays Lisa, gives a pert and enchanting performance.

The film falls down again with the script, which, besides being predictable, is fairly boring. There are standard boy-girl, boy-coach, boy-boy and, boy-father exchanges.

Two of the film's greatest assets are Jan DeBont, its director of photography, and set director Ernie Bishop. Both work to make setting at least as important as any character in the film. The portrait of a Pennsylvania steel town, with its gray light of perpetual rain, drab low-light interiors, harsh noises, muddy football fields, and occasional startling beauty (one scene shows showering columns of sparks as shadow men work in the steel mill) is marvelously and depressingly real. During one exchange between Stef and his older brother Greg, women are hanging wash on the line behind them, and this background action nearly eclipses the foreground—which points out that the characters somehow are not important enough to carry this film.

But there are some gorgeous visual moments in this film; even the grotto close-ups are rendered artistically.

Craig T. Nelson, last seen as the father and veteran of TV remote-control wars in Poltergeist, gives a good portrayal of the basically unempathetic and sometimes implausible Coach Nickerson, the primary force in Stef's young life.

Charles Cioffi turns in a good performance as Stef's father, although the role itself seems weak through stereotypical repetition.

Overall, All the Right Moves tackles something it can't quite bring down. It attempts to grant new life and individuality to a story about a boy in search of a football scholarship, looking to get as far away from his roots as possible, though he does say, "It's about time one of us had something to say about the steel after it's made. It's going to me."

The film offers instead some tired high school hijinks and plot complications, including a sideline about I got her pregnant now I'll have to marry her and I'll never get out of here.

There are occasionally moments that strive for something better—for instance, in one shot right before the obligatory big game, we see the hands of the team touching in succession a battered football which has written on it "State Champs—1960."

But All the Right Moves never really escapes its pre-programmed genre. Maybe there aren't any new stories and maybe we have a primal longing to see the same successful story over and over again, but there's such a thing as walking too exactly in one's predecessor's footsteps.

All the Right Moves plays at the University 4 at 5, 7, and 9 p.m. except Sunday, when the 5 p.m. show is not offered.
Homecoming events dominate entertainment

Have you been wondering what you can do to entertain the folks while they're in town for Homecoming weekend? If so, stop wondering. There are many events to choose from. You can dance, see a play, eat at campus dinners, dine at Moscow restaurants, listen to music or go to a movie.

There are two dances to choose from. At the Elks', dance to Big Band music by Gentlemen of Note or rock to the music of Rail in the SUB Ballroom. Both Homecoming dances are free and start at 9 p.m. Saturday. The dances are sponsored by ASU Programs and the Alumni Association.

An evening at the theatre is yours for the asking when Thornton Wilder's "The Matchmaker" is performed at the Cartung Theatre—Friday, Saturday, Sunday and Tuesday at 8 p.m. Tickets are $4.50 general admission and $3 for students.

The Campus Christian Center, the Ski Club and St. Augustine's Catholic Center are all sponsoring meals this weekend.

**Campus Christian Center**
- Eat free homemade donuts at the open house from 10 to 11:30 a.m. Saturday.
- Ski Club Spaghetti Feed—Indulge yourself in all the pasta you crave at the Moose Lodge Sunday at 4:30 or 7 p.m. Tickets cost 83 cents and are available at the SUB Information Desk or at the door.
- St. Augustine's—The Pancake Breakfast will be served from 8:30 to noon on Saturday at the Center. Donations are requested.
- Dine with your parents or dates at Moscow restaurants. The following restaurants have specials this weekend.

Undergraduate dining at the University Inn, Adien's, The Nutter Center and the Moose Lodge.

**Dance Fever Stirrs With Seven & Seven**

When the beat gets hot, dance fever starts with the cool refreshing taste of Seagram's 7 & 7UP! It also pairs with the right taste of Seagram's 7 & Diet 7UP! Real chart toppers and experts in moderation—the perfect partners for dance fever.

**JOHNNIES**
**CAFE AND LOUNGE**
**BREAKFAST**
**LUNCH**
**DINNER**
**COCKTAILS**
**MON-SAT 6 am-1 am**
**SUNDAY 6 am-12 am**

**GOOD LUCK VANDALS**
114 E. 6th MOSCOW
OPTIMUM SOUND'S FOURTH ANNIVERSARY SALE

11 DAYS - FRIDAY, OCT 21 THROUGH MONDAY, OCT 31
SAVE 10% TO 40% OFF OUR REGULAR PRICES—ON EVERYTHING!

Welcome to our biggest event of the year - everything in the store is on sale! This is NOT an "inventory clearance" or "promotional liquidation" - instead, it's our way of saying thanks for your support during the last four years. All the same quality merchandise we carry year-round is now being offered at special low prices! Don't wait too long - some items are limited in quantity, and this sale ends Oct. 31.

SAVE 20% TO 33% ON

**ADVENT**

**SPEAKERS**

ADVENT 2002  reg. $79.95
8" woofers, two way
ADVENT 3002  reg. $119.95
8" woofers, 1" dome/ tweeter
ADVENT 4002  reg. $210.95
10" woofers, 1" dome/tweeter
ADVENT 5002  reg. $250.199
Advent's best two-way

THE HARMAN/KARDON CASSETTE DECK CHALLENGE FREE

BRING IN ANY CASSETTE DECK WORTH UP TO $150.00. IF IT HAS A WIDER, FLATTER FREQUENCY RESPONSE THAN THE HARMAN/KARDON COROL, THEN YOU WIN A FREE CASE OF TEN PREMIUM CASSETTE TAPE!!

WE WILL ALSO, CLEAN AND DEMAGNETIZE YOUR DECK, CHECK WOW, FLUTTER, AND SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO. GIVE YOU A COPY OF YOUR DECK'S FREQUENCY RESPONSE, AND HAVE A HARMAN/KARDON REPRESENTATIVE ON HAND TO ANSWER YOUR QUESTIONS.

SATURDAY, OCT 22 ONLY
11 AM - 5 PM

**HITACHI**

SAVE 15% TO 25%

DE1 soft touch deck  reg. $100 $117
DE2 Dolby C deck  reg. $170 $139
DE3 Dolby C deck  reg. $250 $167
full logic transport

**HTA-2** 25 watt/c w/ receiver  reg. $180 $149
**HTA-3F** 30 watt/c w/ receiver  reg. $245 $199
digital tuner, two tape monitors

**HITACHI**

**DE2**

HT-1 belt drive turntable  reg. $90 $75
HT-L33 linear track turntable  reg. $180 $139
HT-L55 linear track turntable  reg. $240 $179
dead drive, fully automatic

**SANSUI**

**IT'S AUDIO**

eLLiptical.......

**FLATTER WATTS/CHANNEL TO ADVENT'S 85**

**METROSOUND**

**TO CONRAD-JOHNSON 95**

**LIMITED QUANTITY, '149**

**DON'T REJECT YOUR RECEIVER TUNER**

**ORACLE**

**HARMAN/KARDON**

**MERCHANDISE**

**ONLY TO 10% MOUNTING—**

**- AND reg. IF PHONO**

**'79.95 SALE**

**THORENS**

**POWER 238**

**WIDER, OCTOBER TO OCTOBER**

**A**

**EXTRA TO 24kHz**

**WITH DOLBY HIGH FIDELITY**

**HAVE PM TECHNICA, NOISE ELIPTICAL........**

**YOUR RESPONSE, SAVE MIRAGE 2002**

**REG. TAPES!**

**HARMAN/KARDON**

**WATT/CHANNEL ELIPTICAL............**

**YEARS.**

**4**

**OUR DIGITAL—**

**EVERYTHING!**

**THE INVENTORY**

**TO 25% ON THESE FINE RECEIVERS AND CASSETTE DECK**

**HARMAN/KARDON**

**SAVE 25% TO 30% ON THESE FINE RECEIVERS AND CASSETTE DECK**

**HITAGHI**

**FREE 1" EQUALIZERS**

**WITH OHMS, CD401 WIDE BAND CASSETTE DECK**: 20Hz - 24kHz ± 3dB, any highs

**DOLBY B AND C NOISE REDUCTION**: HD-pro extended hi-freq response

**REG. $750**

**SNELL ACOUSTICS**

**REPRESENTATIVE**

**SUNDAYS 12:00-5:00**

**SALE HOURS MON-SAT 10:30-6:00**

**NW 104 STADIUM WAY PULLMAN (509)334-2887**
Saturday Night Live’s
JOE PISCOPO
Loves Eddie Murphy, America, his family and New Jersey (maybe not in that order).

MICHAEL PARÉ
A FLOCK OF SEAGULLS
Welcome to our biggest event of the year—"promotional liquidation"—instead, it's our way of saying thanks for your support during the last year.

SEMESTER IN SPAIN
Put excitement in your college career.
BEGINNER OR ADVANCED
By studying Spanish only—four days a week, fourteen weeks—in Spain, you can earn sixteen hours of college Spanish credit! That is four semesters of college Spanish credit. The cost is about the same as one semester in a U.S. college, and your trip to Europe is included.
FULLY ACCREDITED—LIVE WITH A SPANISH FAMILY

For full information send this to:

SEMESTER IN SPAIN Dept. B1
2442 East Collier, S.E. Grand Rapids, MI 49506

NAME ____________________________ ( ) ____________________________
STREET ____________________________ PHONE ____________________________
CITY STATE ZIP

If you also wish info on future programs give permanent address below:
STREET ____________________________ PHONE ____________________________
CITY STATE ZIP

FALL
Sept. 10- Dec. 22
ANNUALLY
OR
SPRING
Feb. 1- June 1
ANNUALLY

Beginners complete the first two years of college Spanish during the four month period. Good selection of advanced courses—Special courses for "In between" students— Academic year program also. All students may complete 16 semester hours. Two weeks vacation—Our brochure explains everything in complete detail.
Pell Grants and Government Student Loans apply.

Board, room, tuition, jet round trip from New York—$3,189

FOR FULL INFORMATION, MAIL THE COUPON TODAY.

SEMESTER IN SPAIN
2442 East Collier S.E., Dept. B1, Grand Rapids, MI 49506
AN OVERSEAS PROGRAM OF TRINITY CHRISTIAN COLLEGE
A NEW MOTION PICTURE
FROM THE DIRECTOR OF THE BLACK STALLION.

This Fall marks the eagerly awaited premiere of a very special film.

It is a true story that skirts the realms of mysticism, fantasy, and stark reality.

The result is a thrilling adventure novel rock and an intimate portrait of a man in conflict.
THEY THOUGHT HE COULDN'T DO THE JOB.
THAT'S WHY THEY CHOSE HIM.

Assignment: The Lupus Project

Purpose: To study Alaskan wolves and determine if they were destroying the vanishing caribou deer.

The man they chose expected to confront danger, adventure, solitude and, he hoped, the truth.

But he never expected to embark upon a voyage of self-discovery. One that would ultimately transform his life.
Welcome to Ampersand's Back to School issue. This is our seventh year of publication (tra la), and we're pleased to present something new: a special consumer-information section in each of our six issues. In this one—Fashion. Next month, we survey Home Electronics, and for December, Food and Entertainment (for the holidays, of course). Future issues will grapple with Hi-Fi Sound, Health & Personal Care, and Beyond the Campus (travel, credit, etc.). All of these special programs are extra— we still bring you entertainment news and features in every issue.

We'd like to know your reactions to the special sections, and to Ampersand in general. Write to us, and soon, we live for the mail (things can get pretty lonesome around Hollywood...).

P.S. A trivial quiz: Who was on Ampersand's first cover, back in September of 1977? (No prizes—just the winners names in print in a future issue. Your mothers will be thrilled.)

Send your comments, kudos and complaints to IN One Ear, 1680 North Vine, Suite 900, Hollywood, CA 90028.

JUDITH SIMS
Editor

It is because of you and hundreds of other malnourished journalists who are looking to hop on the band wagon and poke fun at New Jersey that things are the way they are. So from now on keep your opinion to yourself. I regret you had to be the subject of my wrath but I had to begin somewhere: I'm just tired of hearing from Johnny Carson's Tonight Show to small, useless columns like your own.

—Anthony St. George, Jr

P.S. In our cover story this issue, say some very nice things about New Jersey, which we did not bother to contradict, being the five-minded, neutral, fine business that we are.

I read the cartoon illustrations by Paul Ollswang in your April issue. Could you feature him again sometime?

—Kathie Peterson
University of Oregon

Mr. Ollswang is a regular contributor, and he will no doubt reappear in these pages.

I just wanted to send a quick note of appreciation for your magazine. I plan to live in the Northwest for the summer and your magazine has helped me with my summer plans (i.e. your Summer Travel and Entertainment section in Vol. VI, No. 6, April, 1983).

Incidentally, I discovered Ampersand at Arizona State University.

—Dawn M. Tisch
Mesa, AZ.

JENSEN

When it's the sound that moves you.

Advanced technology gives you tomorrow's driving sound right now with the dynamic Jensen® Series 3000 TRIAX® and COAX car stereo speaker systems. High-fidelity excitement that pushes sensitivity to the outer limits. Distortion is diminished. Clarity is redefined.

All Series 3000 speakers have been dynamic-range-enhanced to maximize fidelity and performance enabling them to respond brilliantly to the acoustics of any car interior.

That's Jensen. The sound that moves you like no other. One listen and you'll never drive anything less. Now or in the future.

JENSEN CAR AUDIO

© International Jensen, Inc. 1981. "Triax" and "Jensen" are registered trademarks and "Coax" a registered trademark by International Jensen as the producer of the patented Triax® speaker systems.
FEED YOUR CURIOSITY


Whatever your taste, we’ve got the fare you’re looking for—in top quality magazines from Time Incorporated. At the LOWEST PRICES AVAILABLE ON CAMPUS!

Use the Student Subscription Discount Card in this issue. Or call 1-800-621-8200 (in Illinois 1-800-972-8302) and save up to 75% OFF the cover price!

SAVE 74%
TIME
Colorful, credible, captivating review of the world’s week from the #1 newsmagazine. Just 45¢ an issue (instead of the $1.75 regular subscribers pay or the $1.75 cover price). T97016

SAVE 75%
FORTUNE
Fascinating way to get a head-start in developing business savvy. Just 75¢ an issue (instead of the $1.38 regular subscribers pay or the $3.00 cover price). F79789

SAVE 40%
MONEY
Plan on making money? Learn the secrets of investing, spending, saving and enjoying it. Just $1.50 an issue (instead of the $2.00 cover price). M36806

SAVE 74%
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED
Packed with color-action photos and thrilling sports coverage. Just 45¢ an issue (instead of the $1.75 regular subscribers pay or the $1.75 cover price). S79030

SAVE 48%
PEOPLE
Star-studded entertainment and habit-forming fun every week. Just 69¢ an issue (instead of the $1.25 regular subscribers pay or the $1.25 cover price). P49562

SAVE 37%
DISCOVER
A readable and exciting exploration of science’s most intriguing new discoveries and inventions. Just $1.50 an issue (instead of the $2.00 cover price). D38316
Old Lovers Never Die

BACK very close and you'll find Diane Keaton in one of the many still shots contained in Woody Allen's latest film, Zelig. Keaton is seated at a table in a party scene with Allen's Zelig character and costar Mia Farrow. But it's doubtful you'll find Keaton in any of Allen's upcoming films. She'll be spending a good part of next year in Europe starring in the film about the figure of John LeCarré's novel Little Drummer Girl. After that, it's the lead in Modern Bride, where she portrays a woman in their thirties getting married for the first time.

Mae Nicos has committed to direct a film version of Nora Ephron's roman à clef Heartburn, the humorous story of a marriage breakup that is said to be based on Ephron's own stormy marriage with Watergate hero Carl Bernstein. The novel centers on a Washington columnist and his wife, a kind of hip Julia Child who has her own cooking show. It also offers at least one recipe about every 20 pages -- though none for popcorn.

Bozo

From Bo Derek. First she finds out that her costar in her new movie, Bolero, Fabio Testi, has herpes (and after they did some major romantic scenes). Now she suffers the further indignation of having to rent her film. Bolero has already been registered by someone else. But Bolto gets the last laugh this time. She's simply calling her epic Bozo, after the film... so there.

The Bible, Baby or Get Down With Thy Bad Self

Because we know you must be wondering what self-possessed laskidriver Richard Gere could ever do to top himself, we're happy to tell you he's found a new niche -- in the Bible. Gere will portray the biblical hero David in The Story of David, a saga that shoots next year in Europe. The adventure movie takes David, from innocent shepherd boy through fun times with Bathsheba and his reign as the King of Judah. But fear not. Though Bible heroes may seem like white, insular, effete types, we're sure David will find his way into your heart. And that's all that matters.

It's Not All Glamour

Production had to be shut down for three weeks on Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom, the sequel to Raiders of the Lost Ark. It seems star Harrison Ford was busy with other business. Ford, who is playing Indiana Jones, spent the three weeks in Paris with his wife, Melissa Mathison (E.T.'s screenwriter). After three weeks of attention, and a program of swimming, Ford is said to be as good as new.

E.T.'s adoptive sister, Drew Barrymore, next will star in a pirate pyromaniac in Firestarter, a film based on the Stephen King horror novel for King Kong's producer Dino De Laurentiis. Being the star she is, Drew, of course, won't see things aglow with an ordinary pack of matches. She uses telepathy powers. (Remember Sissy Spacek in Carrie?)

Respect

You just had to be at Arena Franklin's L.A. concert at the Beverly Theatre in Beverly Hills to appreciate it. Not only did the queen of soul do just 55 minutes, relying mostly on the vocal power of her background singers, she wore a blue glittery mermaid-type gown that was so tight we got to see what kind of navel she has (we always wondered).

OK, you win. It's an "inny."

The eggs severs the comedy hit Airplane! are back in the saddle (or air) again in a new movie only being referred to as Top Secret. Again writer by brothers Jerry and David Zucker (and a third writer, Martin Brakle), the film is shooting in London under the most confidential of circumstances. The only thing its distributor, Paramount, will say is that the film's subject is top secret and that we'll get to see it next summer.

Amazing Meryl

What else can Meryl Streep do? Sing. A single is supposed to be released in a few months with the working title of Oscar winner warbling "Amazing Grace," a number she does in her latest movie, Silkwood. Porcupine Records' new Streep in which she worked, Streep apparently surprised skeptics and did a top notch job with the tune.

No More Tomorrow

Just when you thought it was safe to like orphans again, producer Ray Stark has announced plans to make Anna II. The new picture stars now not-so-little Aileen Quinn (who will be 15 years old) about a year from now) in an "action adventure story with music." Boston-based independent producer Jim Peisker directs. Why continue the story? For one thing, sources close to Stark say market research shows little girls and their mothers are interested in another Annie story. And -- Quinn's exclusive contract with Stark was about to run out. At one point, the studio was even thinking of putting Quinn into the forthcoming sequel to Fiddler on the Roof. Really.

More News

Not all stories in the film biz have happy endings. Director Jonathan Kaplan's latest picture, Heart Like a Wheel, a compelling biography of female race car driver Shirley Muldowney, seemed to be the film that could be a sleeper. Then, in the middle of the production, producer and film's star Shirley Muldowney was killed in a bizarre accident. The racing world mourns this great American woman.
Hot Young Actor

MICHAEL PARÉ
Stars in His First Two Movies

BY DAVIN SEAY

It's a publicist's dream ... no long, drawn-out saga of a dreamy, dues-paying climb to the top. No sir, you don't get much more instant than Michael Pare's nimble leap up the ladder of success, clear over the heads of countless sulking also-rans, right up to the very portals of marquee immortality.

Consider, for instance, the current pitch: Pare himself is the toast of the town as well as, for the first time, a movie Sixties rock star, a cross between Eddie Cochran and Jim Morrison who disappears under suitably mysterious circumstances. Pare simply does not do his own guitar playing or singing, his press agent breezily informs. "It's all synched.

People who've seen the picture don't believe me when I tell them. That's how good Michael is. "The stunning non-sequence passes by without a pause. After all, lip-syncing is an art like any other; if one's client excels in faking it, why not let the world know?"

"Eddie and the Cruisers" is something of a muddle: a filmy whodunit with a surfeit of who-cares plot twists, the flick wallows in enough clichés to embarrass the entire staff of Reader's Digest, while Martin Davidson directs with a hand heavier than Mr. T.'s. It is equally true, however, that for the time Pare's lean and hungry good looks fill the screen we are in the presence of a Presence. Even as rocky a vehicle as Eddie and the Cruisers can't seem to slow Pare's considerable matured idol momentum — he smolders, flares and broods with all the insinuous elan of a Richard Gere or Matt Dillon. Even from such scant evidence it appears likely that with time he'll expand his dramatic repertoire to include charm, vulnerability and other emotional essentials.

As of this moment, the fate of his fledgling career rests on two considerably more promising stars slots, which must make him one of few actors in Hollywood history who's never had to endure the indignity of playing a supporting role.

"Of course I'm lucky," says Pare between bites of breaded pork chop. "I'm the luckiest guy I ever met," and no one in the crowded town square — clogged with catering trucks, an idle herd of Harley Davisons and a battalion of tattooed extras in black leather regalia — seems inclined to contest the point. For one thing, they're all busily scarfing down pounds of smokin' hot dogs and beer. Well, anyway, for another, it's unbearably hot out here — three degrees over a hundred on the Universal Studios backlot in Hollywood, where the filming of Streets of Fire — director enormeous beer belly, waddling by to reveal the Harley Davidson logo etched onto his jock. Ominous-looking knots of bikers types silently consume lunch beneath parasols sun — their DA's winking. Walter Hill, orchestrator of all this menace, is huddled with producer Lawrence Kasdan under the only shade around, a motored pontoon beneath a wrinkled elm tree. Looking like someone's joltin' truck driving uncle, Hill paddyed and bearded and wearing a baseball cap, seems completely at ease amidst the simmering chaos of his own design.

"Walter has a vivid picture of what he wants," remarks Pare, squinting against the one-inch glare. "There's never a question of 'do I have what's needed.' You wouldn't be here if you didn't."

Hill does indeed seem to know exactly what he's up to. Among the host of a current crop of bankable Hollywood directors, the one-time screenwriter is fresh from his office box smash 48 Hrs., a film mapping exactly the same macho cosmos as the rest of his work, which includes the quirky Southern Comfort; that masterpiece of slow-motion gore, The Long Riders; and the hair-raising The Warriors, to which Streets of Fire, billed as "a rock 'n roll action fantasy" bears more than a passing resemblance. With Hill's impressive credentials he could, of course, snap any number of rising or established stars to front this latest effort — the first of a projected film trilogy titled The Adventures of Tom Dog. Yet he chose Pare, a nearly complete unknown, to portray his myopic hero is revealing evidence of the young actor's considerable on-camera charisma.

Born in Brooklyn, the eighth of ten children, Pare and family moved to the wilds of Westchester County when Michael's father died. "I went to the Culinary Institute In Hyde Park," he relates through a mouthful of cannel peaches, "because cooking was the first real job I had when I got out of high school. It was something I could do and get at least a middle class income. But I don't think I ever considered it my life work."

That last comment sounds a bit fishy. After all, Pare graduated from the institute with a cooking degree and began almost at once climbing the long ladder to stardom, taking a few solid roles in New York restaurants, flitting and flaming until he landed a spot at, at 21, as an assistant baker at New York's legendary Tavern on the Green. It was about then, however, that destiny intervened with stunning alacrity. "I was working in a bar for my girlfriend to get off work," relates Pare, his winning smile suddenly bright at the memory. "I felt somewhat sad, I tapped me on the shoulder. The tap, believe it or not, was Opportunity itself, in the person of a New York talent scout/agent who liked what he saw and wasn't shy about saying so. She suggested he attend acting school, where he was eventually to meet the late legendary talent agent Joyce Selznick, who was also duly impressed.

The face that launched a career: Pare as Eddie in Eddie and the Cruisers (above) and as Tom Dog, Walter Hill's latest futuristic urban hero in Streets of Fire (above right).

Walter Hill's latest paeon to manly violence and other heroic values — is proceeding in fits and starts. Standing by an enormous tub of strawberry ice cream is Mr. Lee Ving, fresh from his debut film role as the sleazy nightclub manager in Flashdance and quickly recruited for a small part in Streets of Fire alongside such notable supporting actors as SCTV's Rick Moranis. Lee's shirt is off, revealing a tattooed snake circling his bicep, and he's waving around what looks like a sawed-off shotgun, one of hundreds of dangerous-looking weapons lying in piles on the set. Next to him, another sunburned extra sans shirt toots an enormous beer belly, waddling by to reveal the Harley Davidson logo etched onto his back. Ominous-looking knots of bikers types silently consume lunch beneath parasols sun — their DA's winking. Walter Hill, orchestrator of all this menace, is huddled with producer Lawrence Kasdan under the only shade around, a motored pontoon beneath a wrinkled elm tree. Looking like someone's joltin' truck driving uncle, Hill paddyed and bearded and wearing a baseball cap, seems completely at ease amidst the simmering chaos of his own design.

"Walter has a vivid picture of what he wants," remarks Pare, squinting against the one-inch glare. "There's never a question of 'do I have what's needed.' You wouldn't be here if you didn't."

Hill does indeed seem to know exactly what he's up to. Among the host of the current crop of bankable Hollywood directors, the one-time screenwriter is fresh from his office box smash 48 Hrs., a film mapping exactly the same macho cosmos as the rest of his work, which includes the quirky Southern Comfort; that masterpiece of slow-motion gore, The Long Riders; and the hair-raising The Warriors, to which Streets of Fire, billed as "a rock 'n roll action fantasy" bears more than a passing resemblance. With Hill's impressive credentials he could, of course, snap any number of rising or established stars to front this latest effort — the first of a projected film trilogy titled The Adventures of Tom Dog. Yet he chose Pare, a nearly complete unknown, to portray his myopic hero is revealing evidence of the young actor's considerable on-camera charisma.

Born in Brooklyn, the eighth of ten children, Pare and family moved to the wilds of Westchester County when Michael's father died. "I went to the Culinary Institute In Hyde Park," he relates through a mouthful of cannel peaches, "because cooking was the first real job I had when I got out of high school. It was something I could do and get at least a middle class income. But I don't think I ever considered it my life work."

That last comment sounds a bit fishy. After all, Pare graduated from the institute with a cooking degree and began almost at once climbing the long ladder to stardom, taking a few solid roles in New York restaurants, flitting and flaming until he landed a spot at, at 21, as an assistant baker at New York's legendary Tavern on the Green. It was about then, however, that destiny intervened with stunning alacrity. "I was working in a bar for my girlfriend to get off work," relates Pare, his winning smile suddenly bright at the memory. "I felt somewhat sad, I tapped me on the shoulder. The tap, believe it or not, was Opportunity itself, in the person of a New York talent scout/agent who liked what he saw and wasn't shy about saying so. She suggested he attend acting school, where he was eventually to meet the late legendary talent agent Joyce Selznick, who was also duly impressed.

The face that launched a career: Pare as Eddie in Eddie and the Cruisers (above) and as Tom Dog, Walter Hill's latest futuristic urban hero in Streets of Fire (above right).
ANOTHER TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCE FROM SHARP

EVERY STUDENT BODY WANTS A SHARP MIND.


EL-5100 ST. Full-formula display. Stores up to 80 program steps. 10 data memories with memory retention. And 24-digit dot matrix alphanumeric display. With wallet.


EL-512T. Programmable calculator with 51 scientific functions. Stores up to 128 program steps. With wallet.

EL-550. Hand-held 10-digit scientific calculator/primer. 46 scientific functions. Complete with wallet and paper rolls.

EL-504 HTL. Highly featured calculator with 48 scientific and statistical functions. 10-digit LCD readout. With wallet.

It's no wonder today's student body is Sharp-minded. Because Sharp offers you a wide range of scientific calculators that fit every student need. And every student wants.

There are economical Sharp scientifics with 25 functions. And others with as many as 61. There are Sharp solar-powered calculators that never need batteries. And Sharp pocket-printers that keep records. Plus a Sharp scientific with full-formula display.

This year, Sharp adds still another unique feature to its line of scientific calculators: The Sharp "Applications Textbook." It's an easy-to-understand instruction manual that keeps student and calculator in top form. Student body. Sharp mind. Look out world.

FROM SHARP MINDS COME SHARP PRODUCTS
Joe Piscopo should be standing, his feet firmly planted, his arms crossed. Cochran, his chin pointing up with pride. Behind him, in a steady breeze, the stars and stripes should flap and wave. There should be music: the "Star Spangled Banner" would do nicely. In fact, just put Joe where George Reeves used to be, towering there as Clark Kent/Superman in the opening credits of the Fifties TV series.

Joe Piscopo, American.

"You know what I believe?" he says, sitting in his back yard, sipping a little in the hot summer sun. "My father came over here when he was nineteen, from Avellino, Italy. He settled in Newark and worked in New York in a hat factory. All the other nationalities, they called him a Wop bastard. My grandfather would literally have to fight his way to work, he had a lead handle on his umbrella and if they bothered him at the factory he'd beat the s-t out of them with this umbrella. So he worked there until he had saved enough to buy some buildings. Then he developed the buildings. He gave my parents a nice life and my father took that and blemished, that and he became an attorney, and he gave our family a great life. That's why I want to be even better. Dad father's hero to me. I respect my grandfather. Those people are heroes to me. That's a lot of s-t to go through. Yeah, I'm an American.

You know what I mean? They came to America and they made a work. Sinatra did that. Piscopo says, smiles.
"Isn't that holy? The way I think like that. I am medieval in my thinking — that's med.

... Medieval, schmedieval. Joe Piscopo, 32, New Jersey-born-and-bred, star of Saturday Night Live, is just a satisfied dreamer of the American Dream. He's got a wife, Nancy, and a little ham of a kid, Joey — a skinny, grinning 4-year-old. There's a black half-hab, half-mutt canine called All-Star, who wags his tail and (yes, really) smiles.

The Piscopos live on a couple of acres of prime Jersey real estate, tree-shaded upper-crust suburbia, a half-hour's drive from Manhattan. The house is a modest two-floor affair, red cedar shingles with white trim. In


Joe Piscopo is serious about this. "Drugs are out, families are in. No kidding.

He's a big amiable fellow. He has curly hair and a kindly, canooinous face with eyes that pop out, twinkle. Sometimes when he talks - about Joey, or about his good friend Eddie Murphy, who has just bought a house a few minutes away — he almost looks it's a sweet, tender, sincere voice. Piscopo cares about his friends, his family, more than he cares about his career.

Still, his career is moving along quite nicely, thank you. The former DJ, dinner theater and TV commercial actor, comedy club eneer and standup comic has come into his own over the last couple of years. His uncanny, manic caricatures of Frank Sinatra, Jerry Lewis, Andy Rooney, David Letterman and a couple others have made him — along with Murphy — Saturday Night Live's star attraction. His recorded version of Sinatra doing a Medley of Joan Jett and Foreigner tunes was one of the best comedy discs in years. Dick Ebersol, SNL's executive producer, had to up Piscopo's salary from the cast's weekly pay of $13,500 to $20,000 and give him door-to-door limo service to lure him back on the show for the new season.

Joe Piscopo has committed to do all 20 programs, unless a movie comes up, and then he'll do 15.

Even with all that, Piscopo's still not sure he made the right decision. "Yeah, it was tough," he says. First of all, Eddie's only coming back half the time and it's no fun doing it he's not there. He's a great guy. He's just like a good friend to be around. So he's only going to be there half the time, and I don't think that my talent, what I do is — I don't have a real chance to showcase it on Saturday Night Live."

I do characters, I do impressions and things like that, and that's great, I have a lot of fun, and it's amazing that I've gone as far as I have — not that I've gone far at all, honestly — just doing that. But what I really want to do, what I really look forward to is one day doing my own television show. I want to do my own half-hour weekly variety show. That's my goal. So I can address the camera, talk to the camera and be myself like I'm talking to you.

On Saturday Night Live I can't address the camera. I've got to do makeup, like if I have to do Sinatra or something, it takes me an hour to get into it and then I'm doing a couple of sketches and then I have to change into another character ... half the time I'm in makeup, so it's kind of crazy."

Though television is Piscopo's passion ("it's a television baby," he says), like SNL stars Aykroyd, Belushi, Chase, Murray and Murphy before him, Piscopo is making the leap from the small to the big. His first venture: a co-starring role in Johnny Dangerously, a Thirties gangster sendup starring Michael Keaton (the same role he's worked on SNL and Maureen Stapleton, directed by Amy Heckerling). Heckerling is going to give movies a shot; Piscopo declines, tagging at the front of his dark blue NBC sports shirt. "I think I could be a great movie actor. I really have confidence in my acting, more than anything. But I can't be lieve it," he laughs, shaking his head. "I want to stay in television. I really enjoy television. There's nothing I like more than to go, "Hey,hey, we have a really great show this week, The Joe Piscopo Variety Half Hour, with guest Eddie Murphy, it'd be like a dream. But movies, yeah, I haven't really been bitten by the movie bug.

But I'm looking forward to Johnny Dangerously. I'm Michael's archenemy, Dan Aykroyd. I'll put on my Italian voice and model myself after some of my relatives. We're shooting on the Fox lot, with all these great fake sets. Hosed-down streets, gorgeous cars.

And then, he says, sighing. "I've got to come right back for Saturday Night. That'll be a grind. I'm trying to think what I can do on the first show.

Piscopo doesn't foresee any problems arising among the rest of the SNL ensemble and him and Murphy when they all gather again for the season premiere, even though Piscopo and Murphy are clearly the show's stars.

"No, I don't think there'll be any tension or anything," he muses. "I was going to say it's an ensemble show, but I don't know if it ever was. An ensemble show starring Chevy Chase, an ensemble show starring Bill Murray. I guess it was never that."

But right now I'm concerned because Barry Blaauzen and David Sheffield — they were supervising producers and two of the pioneer writers up there, along with Pam Shanes and Michael Keaton — they're a cover for Barry and Dave say they're not coming back and I don't know if Pam is coming back.

He laughs. "I just had an idea of being a movie star, having a laugh, adopting a haughty, feminine accent. 'Hello Joe, this is Edward. I just called to Barry Blaauzen and he told me he was coming back. Well, guess we'll all go. Goodbye.'"

No matter what happens with Saturday Night Live, it's clear that Eddie Murphy and Joe Piscopo are still the best of friends, despite what was said in Rolling Stone's June cover story on Murphy. The magazine reported that during one show, when scheduled guest host Nick Nolte bowed out at the last minute and Murphy hosted, Piscopo was upset that he didn't get to host in the first place. The story said that Piscopo wanted to host the show as Frank Sinatra.

T
o say that thing about me host- ing at Sinatra, I thought that was hysterical," Piscopo says. "Can you imagine hosting the show as Frank Sinatra? Hey, there's something that will hold up over an hour and a half. (In Sinatra voice) 'And now, the musical guest, please welcome Lionel Richie, a wonderful groovy cat.'" Piscopo laughs.
"What was I supposed to do?"
"That was your straight lie. It really bothered me. To the point where you can't believe — I was so hurt. More than anger, I was just hurt by it. And I couldn't figure out where it came from. As far as me and Eddie, it just rolls off our back, because there are editors who are assholes. And I have a feeling the writer was..."
Mustang SVO

A 175 horsepower* turbo-charged electronically fuel-injected 2.3 liter engine with intercooler.
Adjustable Koni® gas-filled shocks.
Goodyear VR rated NCT tires on 16x7 inch cast aluminum wheels.
Power four-wheel disc brakes.
Redesigned front suspension for additional vertical wheel travel.

Hurst® shift linkage on a five-speed gearbox.
Articulated driving seats.
Redesigned foot pedals to allow heel and toe shifting and a fixed foot rest for high-speed cornering.
210 lb.-ft. of torque at 3000 rpm.
Functional hood scoop for air to air turbo intercooler.
Functional air dam.
Functional Biplane spoiler.
Turbo boost gauge. (Maximum boost 14 psi.)
Engine mount dampers.
Premium/regular fuel selector switch.
Limited slip, Traction-Lok axle.

*Based on SAE standard J1349.

Get it together—Buckle up.
Have you driven a Ford... lately?

The Machine speaks for itself.
How to land a 165 lb. hunk without hook, line or sinker.

When stalking the masculinus homosapius, the lure is everything. And as most fishing aficionados know, DeKuyper Peppermint Schnapps is just what the angler ordered.

Wading in the water, it doesn't take but two shakes of a trout's tail before the one you've been dreaming of eyes the refreshing peppermint flavor on the rocks.

You play it cool at first, let out some line ("Do you tie your own flies?" is a favorite) and that irresistible taste brings 'em in.

So next time you're going for a prize catch, cast off with DeKuyper Peppermint Schnapps. And "the one that got away" won't be the one that got away.

DeKuyper Peppermint Schnapps.

Peppermint Schnapps 60 Proof, John DeKuyper & Son, Elmwood Place, Ohio
Enough Already

Steven Spielberg and George Lucas continue to have the magic touch. With the success of Return of the Jedi, the two guys are now responsible for the six biggest-grossing movies of all time. In order, they are: E.T., Star Wars, Jihad, Empire Strikes Back, Jaws and Raiders of the Lost Ark. Only one thing in the business eluded them both—the Oscar.

There's finally going to make a film out of A Charlie Chan: Writer Arnold Shulman has penned a script that meets the approval of Embassy Pictures, the new owners of the project. Shooting is supposed to begin in the next few months directed by either Adrain Lyne (the man behind Haunted) or Richard Attenborough (who fought for 20 years to put the epic Gandhi on screen).

JOKES

Q. What's the difference between Florida and yogurt?
A. Yogurt has an active culture.

A blind guy walks into an antique shop and starts running his cane along the shelves, knocking over an expensive vase, a crystal decanter, several candleabras, and an entire set of china. The owner, hearing the commotion, runs from the back office screaming, "What are you doing? What are you doing?"
The blind guy replies, "Just looking."

Hugh Brown
Beverly, CA

Q. What do you get when you cross a bit of acid with a birth control pill?
A. A trip without the kids.

Nancy Vintari
Glenview, IL

Q. How many Marxists does it take to screw in a proletarian lightbulb?
A. None. A proletarian lightbulb contains the seeds of its own revolution.

Mary Fair
Stanford, CA

OK folks, you managed to keep the dead baby jokes to a minimum last year, so now are beg of you — no more lightbulb jokes. Please. We want original (if possible) or at least fresh jokes, outrageously humorous, for which we pay the enormous sum of $20 each. Such largesse.

Send your yuks to Impersonal Jokes, 1680 North Vine, Suite 900, Hollywood, CA 90028.

A NEW SCREEN character is about to be born. Walter Hill, who had a big hit with 48 Hrs., will direct a film of Black Tracy. And although nothing's yet firm, Warren Beatty is said to be very interested in playing the title role. Well, if you think about it, there is a resemblance. It's a project that John Landis (Animal House, Twilight Zone) had nurtured for years. But his legal woes, stemming from the famous helicopter crash that killed actor Vic Morrow, forced him to step aside.

What Price Fame?

We don't like to tell tales (well, we do, a little... but Sean Penn and Elizabeth McGovern, two ultra successful young actors who co-star in a new movie, Racing With the Moon, are, as they say, an item. Holding hands at an industry screening of Staying Alive, they tried not to be noticed. Penn even went up to the pay taking names at the door and whispered, "Sean Penn." It didn't do any good. The guy answered back, "Uh, I know."

Two of a kind is now the title for the long-awaited fantasy love story just filmed by Grease alumni John Travolta and Olivia Newton-John. Among other things to look forward to (or dread) — a loony-dovey scene where John (barechested) gets it on with Olivia (clothed) Travolta next plays a rock star for director Brian DePalma in Fire.

Ring-a-Ding-Ding

Hill Street Blues' Charles Haid, Barbara Bosson, Bruce Weitz and co-producer Steven Bochco (husband to Ms. Bosson) have something in common besides their multi-Emmy slumber party: they all attended Carnegie-Mellon University, and will be returning this fall for Homecoming festivities October 14-16. They'll even do the parade number... meanwhile, their TV show has once again earned more Emmy nominations than any other on the tube. In fact, the Writing in a Drama Series category is a sure-fire win: all five nominees are for Hill Street Blues.

Extra Money Job Experience Work Study Programs
Interested in being a Marketing/Promotion representative for your campus? Contact:

AMPERSTAND

GREAT FOR EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES.

English Leather

After shave, cologne and toiletries for men. Make them part of your day, every day.

English Leather Drives Women Crazy.
"72 Golf" is the Army's name for a soldier who has learned to operate sophisticated data telecommunications equipment. From handling computers to handling computer-driven tanks, you can choose from over 300 career training areas. We'll guarantee you the training you qualify for. Which means you get to serve your country in the way that best suits your talents.
So if it's not 72 Golf, it might be 93 Hotel.*

ARMY. 
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
Songs for Our Gullible Age

BY BARRY ALFONSO

Unexpected flying objects seem attracted to Mike Score, a Flock of Seagulls’ lead vocalist/keyboards. Here comes one now—a flat black hoochie coochie past Score’s lead, almost brushing the curtain of golden hair which sells half of his face. Everyone at the table by the Hollywood hotel pool sits down, but there are no further divestiture missions.

Score has seen a lot more than large bees descend from the sky. On this hot and stormy July afternoon we’ve been discussing the UFO he and brother Ali (the Flock’s drummer) sighed in their native England several years ago. Don’t tell them that the object was a surveillance plane or swamp gas—they knew it was a spacecraft.

“We were driving back from a pub when we suddenly saw this flash,” he says in serious tones. “This thing kind of skips across the sky, and everytime it skips there was another flash of light.” His hand makes a rippling motion in the air in illustration. “There was no buildup of noise like a jet would’ve made. We’ve been told there are sightings of such objects in that area all the time.”

Mike Score and his fellow Gulls have had ample chance to tell Americans about Close Encounter. The band spent the better part of last year diligently touring the states, bringing their space-age/danceable technicolor to huge and small audiences. And, in classic show biz fashion, the hard work paid off: A Flock of Seagulls is now among the brightest of the rising New Wave stars.

“I Ran” and “Space Age Love Song” ascended high on the U.S. singles charts in ’82, defying any expectations that the Flock was too odd for American tastes. This summer, they did it again with “Wishing (If I Had A Photograph of You),” like the band’s previous hits a pulsating, moody track with a mysterious air.

The success of a gold album and a Grammy (they won for “Best Rock Instrumental”) came to the group within a year of their first LP release on Arista.

Score is aware that his group is frequently compared to the Human League, Duran Duran, and the rest of the pack. There are a lot of bands preaching doom and despondency. They tell people to follow a particular line. But he’s not trying to say what people should do or express our thoughts on the universe. We’d rather hide our ideas in a song and let someone find the little jewel.

The Flock came together in Liverpool at the end of 1979, after Mike Score (then earning his way as a producer) had served as bassist with other groups. Switching to keyboards, he formed his new band around brother Ali on drums and Frank Maudsley on bass. After many unsuccessful candidates, Paul Reynolds was chosen for the guitarist’s slot. The combination of Mike’s synthesizer and Paul’s guitar styles, placed on top of a solid rhythm section, came to define the band’s sound.

The way Score tells it, the Flock was some acting hurdles of off-Broadway, summer stock company, and soap opera. “I got a good experience,” he allows. “I learned how to hit my mark and get to make-up and wardrobe on time.”

Along the way, Pare took a breather and got married. “I met my wife Lisa when my brother Terrance, who was writing romance novels, took her out on a blind date. We’ve been married two years.” Lisa, a law student, studies and works as a nurse in Los Angeles D.A.’s office. “Well I stay in California until she finishes school,” Pare confides. “Then I’ll stay in the house.”

Not, apparently, if the Hollywood powers-that-be have anything to say about it. In the midst of the band’s success, Pare was signed out by director/writer Martin Davidson to star in Eddie and the Cruisers. “It was a blow to us all,” Score says, “and we really felt the pressure, but in the end, being able to get up on stage and let loose, it all fell together.”

Eddie and the Cruisers ran the gamut of two rock-oriented pictures (Streets of Fire concerns the kidnapping of a rock and roll singer, and Heaven, on a hill, involves some doomy, unspecified future, and features a star performance by rockabilly purists the Blasters) raises questions of Pare’s own interest in modern sounds. “I wish I could sing like Frank Sinatra,” he responds, answering several questions at the same time. “Music’s okay, but I never go out to concerts or anything. It’s too dangerous . . . too many mantics out there. When I get off I like to fish, or watch football. It helps me relax.”

Hovering behind the cameras, Hill instructs his young lead to get into a fire-engine red, chopped, mulleted and rendered memory that sits ready on the hosed-down street, wait for his cue, then stride out through a phalanx of 1951 bullhorn-Studebakers, destined as world-of-tomorrow police cars, and glare menacingly at the lens. Pare prepares for the scene with a bit of shadow boxing and, after four takes, returns to his chair, the job well done.

“After Eddie and the Cruisers I went to Australia to be in a movie called Undercover,” he picks up, as his Streets of Fire co-star Diane Lane (last seen in Coppola’s Apocalypse Now and Out of the Blue) rehearsed her next shot. “It was directed by David Stein who did A Town Like Alice and now’s directing Undercover. The first time I’d ever been out of the country.” And the second time in two films he landed a leading role; to play a soul片区 promotion man in the 1920’s who goes to Australia to teach people how to sell cornets. It’s kind of like the Gary Grant/Mike Myers screwball comedy.” He adds, “Australia is a beautiful country, but empty. There really isn’t much competition over there if you’re an actor.”

What Pare knows about competing is, on the other hand, hardly a topic for serious discussion. They’re always a few months down, under, Hill called him with an offer.

The kind of breaks that have lured his career to date don’t seem to be diminishing. If Streets of Fire is a hit, which appears likely from both Hill’s current success and the fashionably futuristic look of things around the back lot, Pare, as Cody, is assured a starring role in at least two more films. “Cody is a character I think Americans can really identify with,” Pare says, “I’m trying to become a success; I want Cody to become a success in and straighten everything out. It’s great to be a part of that.”

As Hill has his star back to the set, a swaying extra, shrouded in black leather, looks up briefly from a copy of Vanity Fair. “Look at that,” he remarks to a passenger of his fits with a mixture of awe and contempt in his voice. “Walter is setting him up in every shot like he was Clint Eastwood or something . . .
TWO years ago Douglas Trumbull had reason to be optimistic about his future: after ten years of false starts and unkept promises, he was less than two weeks away from completing his first feature film since 1971's Silent Running. His film, titled Brainstorm, dealt with thought transference to video tape and the re-experiencing of someone's life and death.

Then tragedy struck. Natalie Wood, co-starring with Christopher Walken and Louise Fletcher, drowned while vacationing off Catalina Island. The death of the forty-three year old actress was sad enough, but then MGM turned personal loss into corporate battle: the executives at MGM announced there was no way for Trumbull to complete his movie as intended and they pulled the plug on the production. What the studio wanted, instead of a movie which could play in theaters, was a quick insurance payoff. "I know if this film didn't come out I'd never direct another movie. I was fighting for my life."

In a way MGM was fighting for its corporate life. The company was mired in astronomical debts and a cash pay-off from an insurance company looked soothing. Trumbull now says his only ally during this time was the insurance carrier, Lloyds of London. "I showed them the whole movie and explained what still needed to be shot. I always said that Natalie's crucial scenes were completed. There were some minor changes in the music and one scene I had re-written for her which originally belonged to another character, but nothing that couldn't be eliminated or re-scripted. Lloyds of London listened to me, looked at what I had shot and said the movie could be finished."

Trumbull insists no one seeing the movie will suspect that Wood had not finished her role as originally planned. "It's as if she had died just one day earlier in the shooting schedule I wouldn't have been able to finish my film. The last day I worked with her we shot a crucial scene - the one in the laboratory where her husband (Walken) records her thoughts about him and-aged - though it was a very hostile. He then replays that tape and learns what went wrong with their marriage and is able to patch things up. Without that scene I wouldn't have had a movie."

Trumbull ultimately dedicates Brainstorm "to Natalie."

Today, as Trumbull's movie is about to reach the public, not one of the executives who wanted to shelf Brainstorm is still at the studio. A whole new regime is calling the shots and is supporting the film.

Trumbull is no stranger to the vicissitudes of the movie business. Born and raised in Los Angeles, the son of a painter and an inventor (his father works for special effects rival John Dykstra), Trumbull has a photographic memory of the film world: the trip he took from Cal Tech to film school, the technique he used to illustrate "a technical book" while at college and later worked for the Navy and Air Force making movies. By the time he was 23 he was working full time for director Stanley Kubrick who had seen a Trumbull-conceived short called To the Moon and Beyond. Kubrick was then assembling a special effects team which would make movie history. The film they created was 2001: A Space Odyssey. "I spent 2 1/2 years in London working for Stanley," Trumbull recalls. "The experience remains unique. "We had no budget for special effects - Stanley simply told us to come up with whatever we wanted and to take the time and spend the money needed to make it work on the screen."

MGM, which financed 2001, would tear out the corporate hair on the cost overruns, but Kubrick had his dancing planet. Incredibly, Kubrick worked without storyboard or pre-planned shots, the kind of preparation that is considered basic to the next generation of filmmakers, Lucas and Spielberg.

Trumbull returned from London still on the rosy side of thirty with a yen to direct. In the early Seventies movie companies were desperate to embrace the "youth culture" (remember Easy Rider?) and Trumbull was given a chance to direct Universal's Ned Tanen, the man who would later greenlight American Graffiti and say no to Star Wars.

Silent Running, which starred Bruce Dern in his first non-masculine role, was about preserving greenery in a polluted universe and featured three admirable robots named Huey, Dewey and Louie, an idea later embraced in part by both Star Wars and E.T. Silent Running, however, was not a box-office success. Trumbull announced several other pending movies, but none got off the ground. Trumbull supported himself and advanced movie experimentation with his Entertainment Effects Group, a special effects house which, along with Dykstra's Apogee and George Lucas' Industrial Light and Magic, represents the apex of the art in effects. E.E.G.'s projects have included Close Encounters, Star Trek the Motion Picture and Blade Runner.

"I no longer get all that involved in doing effects for other people. With Kubrick I was into everything and a real pain in the neck. With Spielberg on Close Encounters it was the same. I was never isolated, I always felt part of the whole." Now Trumbull tends to let others on his staff work out the details.

Although Trumbull is now primarily an effects expert, he insists that what matters in movies is the story. Brainstorm is about people: scientists who, except for their brave new world visions, are just like everyone else - trying to make a marriage work, trying to raise a son, trying to understand and come to terms with death. It's that transference to tape of the "death experience" of scientist Louise Fletcher that makes up the climax of Brainstorm.

Trumbull based his images on the work done by psychologists Stanislav and Christina Grof, who study near-death experiences and have a theory that our lives are lived in response to our birth experiences. "They say we relive that trauma throughout our lives and the way we face a crisis relates all the way back to the way we were born."

"How to do that sequence took up a major part of our debate on the film," confides Trumbull. "When to cut back to Walken and when to stay with a point of view of the death trip. I didn't want the trip to overpower the character. Brainstorm was to me always a film about people, about the human experience, so I wanted to keep coming to Walken to force you to deal with his character and not just go along for the ride."

The temptation to do otherwise must have been enormous. Much of Brainstorm's power comes from the special visual effects that pull us into the movie and keep us gazing. Because the tape recreates experience, Trumbull packs his movie with cinematic joy-rides that put us — almost literally — in the driver's seat. Roller coaster, jet planes flying through space, sexual hijinks. "We do the fun stuff in the film because it seems so real; that's when we go inside the brain that will also seem real."

"I wanted the sequences when we go inside the brain to be superior technically to the rest of the film. In other movies, when you go into a character's mind in a flashback or whatever it's black and white or fuzzy or in some way less than the rest of the film, with Brainstorm it's just the opposite."

First the Star Died. Then the Studio Wanted to Kill the Picture. But Director & Special Effects Wizard Doug Trumbull Persisted. "I'm an Optimist about the Future; I Think It'll Be Just Like Today."

Brainstorm star Natalie Wood, whose crested thought-transference scenes were completed before she drowned. Christopher Walken (The Deer Hunter, Pennies from Heaven) plays her scientist-husband who develops a unique method of transferring experience. Director Douglas Trumbull (above right) with actress Louise Fletcher and a mad jumble of technology: Brainstorm is a renowned special effects innovator, but he insists that the story is most important.
PLAYBOY’S COLLEGE GIRLS

A CLASS REUNION!

Girls of the Big 8, the Big 10, the Pac 10. Girls of the Southeastern Conference, the Southwest Conference, the Ivy League. PLAYBOY’s annual tours of beauty on college campuses have brought out the best in student bodies coast to coast. Now, PLAYBOY brings together the classiest of them — including four coeds who became Playmates of the Month — in PLAYBOY’S COLLEGE GIRLS, a 112-page, full-color special edition, at newsstands now.

Special Poster Offer!

For a limited time, purchasers of this PLAYBOY Special can receive a full-color poster of the sexy “College Girl on Bike” shown here. For details, see the insert card in your copy of PLAYBOY’S COLLEGE GIRLS.

AT NEWSSTANDS NOW!
3 SPRING LOOKS

Pale romance or khaki survival or even the ubiquitous sweatshirt...

BY LIZ GANT

Come Spring, men and women let loose in updated versions of this season's three premier looks: the Flashdance, Japanese and Survival Looks. If Flashdance is your thing, then you'll know to choose one of the latest tee's and sweat pants with mesh contrast on the shoulders. You'll find them in all sorts of nubby natural fibers like pure cotton and raw linen. And, again, in Pure Paris, variations on earth tones like celery and mustard, or pastels (even for men) like aqua and lilac. Or take it to the max with mix'n'match in sweatshirt fabric with oversized necklines, and do wear them over ankle pants. Your most important accessory will be your best heel. Make it extra long, extra wide and worn, even multi-colored. Then wrap, wrap and keep wrapping, waist height or over your hips. Very hip.

If the Orient beckons, then answer the call in one of the season's continuing variations on the big geometric look of Japan. Choose any one of many square, slightly oversized jackets, paired with tailored, ankle-length pants.

Your primary colors here will probably be white, red and black, like the signature statement on some of the popular Karakusa tee-shirts and big dresses. One hamburger too many? No sweat. Skip the belt and just add layer upon layer, with perhaps a sneaky obi at the hip to make the picture complete.

Like the idea of Survival? Then hit the quad in one of the updates on the safari jacket theme. Longer and more tapered, with wider shoulders and epaulettes, these new jackets are worn over ankle-length cargo pants that have more marvelous snaps and detailing than ever before.

Khaki softened a bit may be the color you choose, or something even more primitive, akin to an African print or camouflage. Soil. When it's warm, go wah gauze, in all sorts of soft tie-dyed shades, long and loose and lovely.

For men and women, shoes will be flat—flatter for most of day wear, but in interesting fabrics like canvas and mesh. Norina Kamali herself, the designer best known for her sweatshirt dressing, is bringing out a line of shoes so extreme, you'll either love or hate 'em! Norina's got a Filas Wedge shoe in bright blue suede — straight out of a late-night black-and-white Bogart movie. But her most controversial is a high-heeled penny loafer. This you've got to see to believe! Another toe tapper is her Dungaree shoe, made of, you guessed it, denim—but in a high heel.

So, plan ahead. Just remember, your body size determines what style you can carry off well. Take a careful look in a full-length mirror before you buy. No matter what's "in," it's "out" if it doesn't make you look your best.

KEEPING WARM

A Student's Guide to Fall Fashions '83

BY CLAIRE-FRANCE PEREZ

It hardly seems fair. Just when the semester begins to settle in, the weather takes a different turn. Midsummer exams and the ongoing chill simultaneously arrive, and the old standards—cardigan or parka—is roused from winter storage for a new assessment. It becomes a familiar burden, hanging over the chair until class is over, and then on again into the weather.

The problem of course, is that the familiar favorite, that might still pass as a winter warmer, ceases to be the year just a little more worn and faded than expected. It's as though the curse of winter also affects last year's classics. It's time to take an inventory.

A replacement in fall '83 will end up costing between $70 and $200, depending on the already very tight funding for campus life and the desire for quality in spite of price. To merely buy cheaply does not guarantee a good buy. The right investment may seem expensive, but only at first glance. To buy new or to keep the old remains an emotional issue to spend or not, that is the question.

When deciding on the right purchase, several considerations should be examined in this scheme to be used for everyday routine, including weekends and evenings. If it is, then the expense is not necessarily the only consideration. Daily wear abuses clothes beyond the normal lifetime of a garment—a disaster for those who cannot spend the money that is the need for replacement comes up. Keep in mind a simple rule: for heavy use, buy two. For light use, only one is economical. Two purchases, two separate jackets (although initially more expensive when purchased all at once, this is much less costly in the long run), have greater longevity. It also means that one can be in the cleaner's while the other is in use.

Another consideration is upkeep. Dry cleaning is admittedly a quick drain on the pocketbook, but must be taken as a maintenance cost that adds life to your purchase. It is one thing to have that expensive winter warmer, but much like anything else, it is quite another to keep it.

Garment's versatility and your lifestyle are important when making decisions on purchases. If you do a lot of walking outdoors and a lot of driving, then a longer coat for the walks and a shorter, more comfortable jacket in the car are the solution. Design different uses for differing garments. Sitting in a stadium requires more protection since the body is still, but activity between classes and on weekends does not require that blanket feeling. Think about your needs in terms of what you are doing while wearing something to keep warm, as well as figuring just how long you will wear it per day. Even the number of times you take off and put on a garment should be considered. A coat or jacket that fights back will not make your days easier.

YES

Fantasy knits are the key to the fall season, where jungle and forest inspirations combine in a fashion collective (not just another trendy sweater). From Sunbowl II by Nancy Johnson ($60).

Buying two at the same time now solves myriad problems: going shopping in January for the same items you saw in September could be disastrous. The stores are geared for spring just then, and the jacket/sweater inventory has been finally sold off in the Christmas rush and crossing January sales. Buying two in October—don't wait for a sale.

NO

Don't feel bad if you have many of these items already. You can take them in a drawer, give them to Goodwill or try to make money, offer them in a Admission to make a career of it.

EVERYONE

• A thermos and Elements of Style • Sports equipment • Your personal stereo • A good umbrella that won't invert in a stiff breeze • A backpack • A calculator — even if you're a French lit major (especially if you're a French lit major) • Sleeping bag. You never know... • Skateboard, unicycle, bicycle (choose one) • Your Beatie albums • Halloween materials • Dr. Denton jimmies

FEMALE

• At least one miniskirt — and a long coat to wear over it. (Studies in the late Sixties—the last mink era—indicated that women's thighs, exposed to cold winter air by the short skirts, built up extra layers of fat to insulate the body. Be warned) • Blow dryer, curling iron • Tri-tone pastel flams • Warm, comfortable boots

MALE

• Vuarnet sunglasses (or earmuffs) • One crewneck sweater over a standard by Laggos shirt (a classic) • At least one pair of shoes without treads • Golf clubs • High-top sneakers

PHOTOGRAPHY BY JEFF KATZ
to Miller Time
Presenting High Bias II and the Ultimate Tape Guarantee.

Memorex presents High Bias II, a tape so extraordinary, we're going to guarantee it forever.

We'll guarantee life-like sound.

Extraordinarily flat frequency response at zero dB recording levels, combined with remarkably low noise levels, means music is captured live. Then Permapass,™ our unique oxide bonding process, locks each oxide particle—each musical detail—onto the tape. So music stays live. Not just the 1st play. Or the 1000th. But forever.

We'll guarantee the cassette.

We've engineered every facet of our transport mechanism to protect the tape. Our waved-wafer improves tape-wind. Silicone-treated rollers insure precise alignment and smooth, safe tape movement. To protect the tape and mechanism, we've surrounded them with a remarkable cassette housing made rigid and strong by a mold design unique to Memorex.

We'll guarantee them forever.

If you ever become dissatisfied with Memorex High Bias II, for any reason, simply mail the tape back and we'll replace it free.

TILL HELLO FREEZES OVER

YOU'LL FOREVER WONDER,
IS IT LIE, OR IS IT
MEMOREX
Leather—definitely dramatic, and so protective (below). From Spe-"clade Mode, the bi-color collar automatically changes the look of the jacket for multi combinations ($180); the jeans-cut leather pants ($140) promise long fashion life and warm legs.

— is smart. Waiting for a sale might mean going without the best choice; and second choice is no bargain either. The sole racks are full of just those items no one else wanted, so unless you are the trendiest fashion absorber, sales are just not meant for you.

The best insulation against these first indications of cold weather is well-known: layering. It isn't a question of a windproof or impermeable fabric. Layers between thickens, cardigans, and finally a jacket form air pockets that retain body heat. But here is the secret: a balance between indoor and outdoor dressing for ultimate comfort in warm weather and a chill. The waistline requires thin layers of clothing against the skin, and then thicker garments over these for temperature versatility. Is this purchase an item that is easily removed once indoors? For this purpose, two sweaters, or a turtleneck and polo shirt combination, are ideal. Sweaters and jackets easily layer on top, and these should be easily donned and doffed for ultimate comfort.

Color makes its biggest statement with the layering ability of winter wear: stripes can double up. Wide and narrow combinations offered with cotton twill details and snaps take on winter with a flourish of colorful brights against gray. Enamelled color either works in panels or in the detail of contract yoke and sleeves. The brights combine well with gray, ocher, or black for a cheery look in spite of winter's chill.

Women's sweaters capture the novelty look (not merely trendy), this is a fashion favorite, a collectible meant to be enjoyed for as long as the knit holds up by use of natural fibers. Fantasy animal fur patterns and printed fur details (certainly not any endangered species here), cotton wovens, and more subtle blends of color continue for a fresh palette in looks for fall.

Cardigans inspire an outer soothe to the touch trend, offering a new combination for fall. The cardigan is not cut into ridges, remain-

Warm sophistication in heathered wool mélange for Members Only (below left); a quilted detail on the cotton jersey "sweat" ($100) combines camel and gray for fall. Twill pants ($80) remain casual, yet "industrial" with grommet and stud detailing. Denims for women are not new, but from Guess? they're anything but ordinary: jeans offer two different faded indigo sides ($55). The big shirt ($56) in twill cotton fits under the denim jacket (99$).

The plaid pattern is knitted right in the heathered knit from French Connection (above, $50). Quilted unbleached cotton makes a practical choice in contemporary vest fashion ($70). Muleskinn pants by Sweats ($49). Quilting and napped cottons go together in the women's fashions, where Frego uses pre-laundered cotton in their canvas contrast jacket and jeans (jacket, $84; pants, $47; shirt, $40).

Merona Sport turtleneck ($29) under polo shirt (above, $44) with corduroy (pants, $46). For men, a tee-shirt under a rag wool sweater (Fresh Squeezo, $23) and $500 goes one step further: tee-shirt has a contrast cotton-sweat-yoke, detailed with snaps. Pants and barrel sweater also by Fresh Squeezo ($27 and $78).

strings, grommets and studs lend a more hardware feeling for fall '83, with industrial looks emphasizing the casual side of life more than ever.

In women's fashion the limitations of the imagination might better define the range of looks: fantasy denim is not so well-priced, but the originality of design and silhouette promise a look that wears over several seasons. Jackets and vests figure in better-than-

From the Levi's Movin' On division of the great Levi Strauss (left & below), contrast color treatments for cold weather outings. (Jacket, $40; shirt, $28; pants, $30; sweatshirt, $15; bottoms, $12.)
Celebrating the technology of the 1980's with . . .

National Collegiate SWEEPSTAKES

THE RIGHT STUFF is what it took for one man to shatter the barrier of sound.
THE RIGHT STUFF is what seven men had when they risked their lives in a piece of machinery hurtling across the threshold of space. And how their achievements inspired a nation and captured the imagination of the world.

With the development of technology in the 1980's you can have the opportunity to win THE RIGHT STUFF!

Simply fill out the coupon and send it in for your chance to win THE RIGHT STUFF!!

GRAND PRIZE

ATARI STAR WARS

The ATARI STAR WARS coin-video game experience, (with graphic simulation and special effects from the film) blast you into the world of Luke Skywalker!

FIRST PRIZE

ATARI 1200XL Home Computer

The ATARI 1200XL Home Computer, from its sleek space-age appearance to its sophisticated electronic design (complete with 64K Random Access Memory), is the computer for you! Five ATARI 1200XL Home Computers are available as First Prize.

SECOND PRIZE

KENWOOD KRC-2100 Car Stereo System

The KENWOOD KRC-2100 Cassette/Receiver is a precision-engineered car stereo with Auto reverse, Auto loading, Automatic Noise Reduction Circuit (ANRC-II), Tape Advance and Key-off eject!

No purchase required, here's all you do:

Complete the Official Entry Form on a plain piece of 3” x 5” paper print your name, permanent address, zip and the name of your school. Enter as often as you wish by mail each entry separately to: THE RIGHT STUFF, P.O. Box 755, Lowell, IN 46356. Entries must be received by October 31, 1983.

A ROBERT CHARTOFF-IRWIN WINKLER PRODUCTION OF A PHILIP KAUFMAN FILM “THE RIGHT STUFF” CHARLES HANK SCOTT GLENN ED HARRIS LANCE HENKSEN SCOTT PAULIN DENNIS QUAD SAM SHEPARD FRED WARD KIM STANLEY BARBARA HERSHEY VERONICA CARTWRIGHT PAMELA REED Music by BILL CONTI

The STARS were: William Shatner, Ed Harris, Scott Glenn, Ed Harris, John mitochondrial, Ron Howard, Tom Hanks, Scott Glenn, Jon Voight, Barry Brown, Karen Allen, and单独 directed by Philip Kaufman.

Produced by IRWIN WINKLER and ROBERT CHARTOFF

Watch for THE RIGHT STUFF, opening October 21, 1983 at a theater near you!

RULES

SWEEPSTAKES open to college students in the U.S. Employees and their families of companies connected with the film, Alan Weston Communications, Inc., and Ventura Associates are not eligible. Void where prohibited by law. All Federal, State and local regulations apply. Taxes are the responsibility of winners, whose names and likenesses may be used for publicity purposes.

Winners will be determined in random drawings conducted by Ventura Associates, Inc., an independent third party. Decisions are final.

Winners will be notified by mail and will be required to sign and return an affidavit of eligibility within 21 days from date of notification. No substitution for prizes other than those specified. A list of winners will be posted at the time of drawing.

VOID IN THE STATES OF NEW YORK & FLORIDA.
SNEAKERS OF THE GODS

Carbon Footstrokes on the Evolutionary Trail

BY BYRON LAURSEN

Twenty years ago, most amateur sporting was done in canvas and rubber shoes loosely called "tennis" or "sneakers." But up in Eugene, Oregon, a popular track coach was promoting a new fitness discipline called jogging. Bill Bowerman, leader of the University of Oregon's powerhouse NCAA track squad, had induced local people of all ages and genders to train their frames into shuffling at moderate pace around a track. It was a certified trend when Life magazine, in the Spring of 1966, sent a camera crew to the scene. Catching ahead of the pioneer jogging squads on a flatbed truck, they also drew flocks of freshman boys in leather codfish and white shorts, eager to make the pages of Life. Jogging caught on. But oxfords didn't. As the army of run-for-your-lifer grew, common sneakers took the opportunity to evolve.

Puma and Adidas, a pair of German firms, were the major names in track shoes then. Adidas had made the shoes in which Jesse Owens won four gold medals during the 1936 Berlin Olympics. Puma had been in business since 1948, producing the refined, ultra-light footwear demanded by track competitors.

When sneakers were crumpled with these track shoes, the results were lighter and more sophisticated than the former. The young, multi-purpose than the latter. They were cooler and more comfortable. They made sportswear easier, saved on injuries and generally made one's drudgery a bit easier. By the early Seventies, with jogging and other fitness activities on a wild upswing, Nike, New Balance and several other companies in the ranks of the Germans and those few established American sneaker companies—like Converse and Reeds — in the running shoe market. By 1972 there were about twenty models to choose from. Today there are about three hundred. The National Sporting Goods Association pegs sports shoes at a $1.2 billion business annually, according to 1982 statistics. Only (why, he says) $421 million is specifically spent on running shoes, a figure that has tripled in size since 1980. But the majority of all sports shoes is design-related to our current running shoes. Millions of research and development dollars have been spent by firms wanting to cater to the ever-broadening market. "Choosing a running shoe is like being in a candy store," says Angel Martin, a marathon runner and researcher for the Footwear Industry. "Trying everything that looks good can be hazardous to your health."

Section by section, here are some standards for choosing your shoes:

The Outer Sole smacks the ground repeatedly, so it must be tough and yet flexible. The best are of carbon black rubber compounds. EVA (ethyl vinyl acetate) and other cushiony compounds are also acceptable. They may wear out quicker, but they will be lighter than the carbon black models.

Waffle designs are the best choices — which becomes important when you consider that to make a running foot lands, it's subjected to stress two to six times the runner's body weight. But the waffles wear quickly on pavement. Pavement is also hard on you, says orthopedic surgeon Dr. Irving Higgen from Portland, Oregon, who has operated on more jogging-injured ankles and legs than he cares to remember.

While the waffles are best for grass and mud, channeled outsoles are the choice for general surfaces. They allow water to separate sideways, reducing slippage on rainy days. But there should be at least a quarter-inch between channels, or else you may collect mudballs.

Vans, which sells lots of tough sneakers to BMX (bicycle motocross) enthusiasts, has just entered the running shoe field with an outer sole design that's rippled. It looks capable of edging you forward a smidgen with each turning movement on a hard surface.

The Sock Liner, which sits directly beneath your foot, will probably be made of low density EVA. Spongy, it will gradually conform to your foot shape. Cushioning value will disintegrate, but the sock liner will absorb moisture and help "lock" your foot into the shoe.

The Upper is the most visible part of the shoe, the top and the sides. Colors of crimson, cinnamon, magenta or what have you, plus racy identity-logos, compete for your glance. Leather and nylon are usually teamed for uppers. Nylon resists stretching, breathes well and dries easily, and won't cause abrasions. Leather alone, can leave unconvincing raw spots on top of your toes, especially if it's lower-grade split-grain leather. Placement of a family business, has maintained a reputation for durability and excellent quality control.

Manufacturers which also produces some baseball gloves that look like samurai gear, has introduced what they call a "cassette" system for the future and one day. This allows you to customize the cushioning capacity to your weight and running habits. Bionic EVA provides reduced mass heel which they claim provides weight reduction and longer wear. New Balance, an insurgent eleven-year-old concern, has some other low-cost shoe color schemes and a midsole design wherein a horseshoe-shape of harder EVA cradles the foot.

Columbia was the giant among basketball shoe manufacturers until the Running Shoe Revolution hit. Though playing catch-up ball nowadays, they have the advantage of a long-established distribution system and are promoting a very full line of shoes.

If the past twenty years of evolution have been feverish, what lies ahead? Hawaiian for the feet? Not likely. We'll probably see continued refinement of cushioning and construction. As the market expands, we'll end up even more so if it stops expanding — we'll see more aggressive promotion to establish brand preference. But knowledge of what makes a pair of shoes worth the price is more valuable than seeing ads or even guest appearances on the silver screen. Your brain is capable of finding the marks of quality; your feet know what feels good. Let them collaborate on your next running shoe choice.

Hike Higher! Climb Faster!

BY BYRON LAURSEN

A fascinating spin-off from running shoe technology has recently emerged. Some professional mountaineers, weary from the heavy stomper's they've trudged uphill with over the years, switched to climbing in top-quality running shoes. In so doing, they sacrificed some durability. But they showed running shoe manufacturers another opportunity for evolution.

New Balance, Nike and adidas have all marketed canvas-like, built-into midsol and uppers whose designs are influenced by running shoe technology. The results are like evolved variations of the "waffle-stomper" boots that were very popular on campuses a few years ago. Lou Whitaker, who operates America's longest-established running shoe service from the spectacular slopes of Washington's Mount Rainier, collaborated with New Balance on their entry, called the Rainier.

Old to test the product against Mt. Everest this spring, the designers will make "every pound leather killer obsolete." A Lady Rainier model is also available.

Nike has two stylish market entries, the Approach (hightop) and Lava Dome (lowcut) Brooks, which will compete against more conventional hikers from its Wheatland parent company, calling its line Geotech Hikers. It included the Exploded Skytop, Mckay's, the Challenger, with a 6-inch hightop; and the Pathfinder, which is lowcut.

As much as these new highaking boots may be a boon to mountaineers and their overtaxed feet, the manufacturers are even more excited that they'll be capable of competing in a new campus market. The potential for this looks good, especially in parts of the country where rain and snow dominate the winter months.
Control
and use the true power of your mind!

It is said that we only use a fraction of our true power, ability and awareness as human beings. What prevents us from developing FULLY as individuals and using our minds, talents and abilities to the fullest? Dianetics technology has isolated the reactive mind, that part of your inner mind where past pain, fear and negative emotions are locked up. This inner suppressor blocks the true potentials of the mind; such as intuition, insight and creative power.

Some say that only ‘experts’ should explore the “mysterious” inner secrets of the mind. But Dianetics technology says that you have a right to knowledge and happiness! In the book Dianetics, L. Ron Hubbard explains in simple terms how anyone can understand and control the mind to bring out the best in themselves.

Do as millions of truth-seeking Americans have done. Buy Dianetics, read it, USE IT. Only $3.95 wherever paperbacks are sold, or use the order form below and ORDER THIS BOOK TODAY!

OVER 5 MILLION COPIES SOLD!

Please send my copy of Dianetics for $3.95 (add $1.00 for shipping & handling). California residents add 6.5% tax.

Bridge Publications, Inc., Dept. 8E10
1414 North Catalina Street, Los Angeles, CA 90027-9990

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City ____________________________ State/Zip ____________________________

Money Back Guarantee

Classifieds

$8800 CASH!
College Students — Stay In School And Save Money! Our 48 Federal programs, plus state and local money, plus a toll free ‘800’ service will insure your financial position! Rush $7.95 + $1 P&H to:
Student Financial Resources Inc.
5200 North Federal Hwy.
P. Lauderdale, FL 33308

ARE YOU PRESSURED FOR GOOD GRADES?
Put success in your future. Have fun doing it! Take tests with complete confidence. Proven 100% increase in your innate ability to learn and recall what you study. New Age Whole-brain technique. Relax to higher grades. No memory bus. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send $20 (Tax inc. Approx. 2-3 wks. del.) PLATO TAPES, LTD. 300 N. State, Box 5012, Chicago, IL 60610

CREDIT PROBLEMS?
RECEIVE VISA, MASTERCARD WITH no credit check. Simple, legal, guaranteed! Plus other credit secrets. Free details Send SASE to:
National Credit Company/P.O. Box 4184-Cleveland, Ohio 44141

Imagination

Einstein T-shirt

Get Einstein T-shirt with quote, “Imagination is more important than knowledge.” w/screened on both sides never fade. $7.95. Add $1.00 for shipping & handling. Send SASE. Send Half Piece, Philadelphia, PA 19113.

CREDIT SECRETS
On MasterCard orders without inscription. Legible signature only visible. (Non-renew.) w/screened on back. $3.95. Add $1.00 for shipping & handling. Send SASE. Send Half Piece, Philadelphia, PA 19113.

Direct Source

T-shirt

Send Check or Money Order To:
COLLEGE GROUP — AM
P.O. BOX 490
ELMSFORD, N.Y. 10523
Allow 4-6 Weeks for Delivery
(for New York deliveries add 8% sales tax)

AMERICAN SAND
QUANTUM LEAP

The new Kodacolor VR films are Kodak's best color print films ever. So you get pictures that are sharp, bright, dazzling. With Kodak film and a leap of the imagination, there's no telling how far you can go.

Kodak film. It makes the grade.
When you're in a tight spot, good friends will help you out.

Löwenbräu. Here's to good friends.
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Vandals give big crowd something to cheer

By Don Rondeau
of the Argonaut

Being an offensive lineman on a football team is not a position that receives much glamour or glory; that is reserved for the quarterbacks and running backs who usually receive all of the bright lights and press attention. It is the lineman who is forced to do all of the dirty work and let his teammates receive the plaudits.

But in Idaho’s 45-24 Homecoming victory over Big Sky Conference rival Montana on Saturday, it was the Vandals offensive line that quietly provided the major difference in the Vandals’ important victory.

The largest crowd in Idaho football history — 16,400 — watched the Vandals raise their record to 2-2 in conference play and 5-2 overall this season.

The not-so-well-known Vandals offensive front line of Steve Seman, Dave Thorsen, Matt Watson, Lance West and Shawn Jackson refused to allow a single Grizzly sack of quarterback Ken Hobart while opening up gaping holes for the running backs.

Hobart used that protection well. He connected on 25 of 33 passes for 285 yards and four touchdowns.

"The extra time also was helpful in curtailing the disturbing number of Hobart aerials that have been picked off lately — only one errant pass was intercepted in the contest," Idaho Head Coach Dennis Erickson said afterward that he was relieved by the decrease in aerial turnovers: "It’s nice when the offensive line can keep the pressure off of Kenny."

Another Vandal who took advantage of gutesy play by his blockers was junior fullback Mike Shill. The 5-foot-10, 195-pound transfer from Spokane Falls Community College had his best day in an Idaho uniform, rushing for 76 yards on 12 carries, including a one-yard touchdown plunge.

"The offensive line was blowing the holes wide open," Shill said. "They all had good games. They are getting better and better each game. Team can’t base their defense on the pass anymore, but it takes a lot of pressure off of Kenny."

Gregg Smith, one of Idaho’s offensive line coaches, said that the performance by his charges put some of the Vandals’ recent frustration to rest. "They’ve been kind of frustrated in the last two or three weeks. Things just didn’t gel for us. Today, we popped everything off. It was the first full offensive game we played all year."

"We’ve been spending more time on the running game," Smith said, adding that all five running backs contributed.

Maxey: Geo editor returns to UI campus

By Gary Lundgren
of the Argonaut

Moscow is located a continent away from Manhattan, but both are “home” for Dave Maxey, the editor of Geo magazine.

In metropolitan Manhattan, Maxey enjoys a hectic New York lifestyle in his job as a magazine editor.

But this past weekend Maxey returned to Moscow and his alma mater, the University of Idaho, to look back on his college days, attend a class reunion and serve as grand marshal of the annual Homecoming Parade.

A 1958 UI graduate and former ASUI president, Maxey started his professional journalism career at Look magazine, clipping articles out of newspapers for the magazine’s files. Almost two decades later, Maxey finds himself editing Geo, a national photожournalistic magazine that is somewhat patterned after National Geographic in content.

"My job is similar to that of a ringmaster in a circus," Maxey said. "The average day is a series of two- or three-minute conversations with various staff members, writers or photographers.

"As editor I must bring these people (the staff) along while still keeping my hand in there," he said.

Maxey, a Boise native, majored in business administration at the UI in addition to serving as ASUI president, Maxey was a member of the Beta Theta Phi fraternity and was named one of the Top Ten Seniors to graduate that year. Maxey was also a member of the Blue Key and the Silver Lance.

Looking back on his extracurricular activities, Maxey said his job as ASUI president provided a valuable experience that helped him later on in life.

"The job forced you to listen, which is an awfully good thing to be able to do," he said. "We really don’t have enough good listeners."

The student government’s relationship to the UI administration during his term as president is still fresh in Maxey’s mind.

"The administration didn’t think students could run anything," he recalled. Maxey said that the ASUI couldn’t even ask state senators to speak at the SUB. The administration was afraid doing so would anger key legislators upon whom the university depended for financial support.

Serving as ASUI president also placed Maxey in the role of a newsmaker rather than a newswriter. Now that the shoe is on the other foot, he can see some of the
When you're in a tight spot, good friends will help you out.

When you pulled in two hours ago, you didn't have this problem. And with a party just starting, the last thing you wanted to do was wait around another two hours.

Neither did the rest of the guys. So when they offered to give you a lift, that's exactly what they did, proving not only that they were in good shape, but that they were good friends.

So show them what appreciation is all about. Tonight, let it be Löwenbräu.

Löwenbräu. Here's to good friends.